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Netherlands Heart Institute
Excellent science for better care: better together

1) Introduction
From ICI to NLHI, an historical perspective
The Netherlands Heart Institute (NLHI) is a unique
cooperation of the cardiology departments of all
university hospitals in the Netherlands. It founded its
first bureau in 1972 and was originally named the
Interuniversity Cardiology Institute (ICI), later renamed
Interuniversity Cardiology Institute of the Netherlands
(ICIN) and nowadays called the NLHI.
As early as the 1970s, it was recognized by the
Dutch academic cardiology departments that working
together in often complex clinical studies and sharing
expertise was of great added value for the quality of
cardiovascular research in the Netherlands. The NLHI
has since been at the forefront of large groundbreaking
clinical studies. Combining cardiovascular translational
and clinical research force at a national level has proven
to be a successful strategy to obtain and maintain a
prominent position in the top three countries in
cardiovascular research (with Switzerland and the USA)
as was shown in the latest SEP evaluation (2012) of the
NLHI’s predecessor (ICIN) and former institute of the
Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW).
In 2016, with support of its founding fathers, the
NLHI continued as an independent research institute,
disconnected from the KNAW. Driving force was the
ever-increasing need for strong inter-university and
interdisciplinary partnerships. The NLHI acts as a
driving force for national registries, a connecting force
in multi-center (international) consortia and takes a
position as the academic voice in Cardiology and as the
partner for subsidizing bodies and national strategic
research initiatives such as Dutch CardioVascular
Alliance (DCVA).
The increasing demand for inter-university
collaborative efforts. In the past decades, there has
been an increasing shift from individual-led research to
inter-university collaborations that underpin successful
clinical research programs. Also, in the basic and
translational research field there is an increasing need
for the exchange of facilities, models and knowledge
that makes it possible to perform at top level. This is
reflected by the subsidy climate in which many grants
are provided nationally and internationally to consortia
of partners that reinforce each other and are
complementary. Today, cooperation and networking are
key values. These values are in the DNA of the NLHI.

Objectives of the SEP-evaluation of Netherlands
Heart Institute
As specified in the Terms of Reference of the NLHI, the
Assessment committee is requested to assess the
quality of research conducted by the NLHI as well as to
offer recommendations in order to improve the quality of
research and the strategy of the NLHI. The committee
is requested to carry out the assessment according to
the guidelines specified in the Strategy Evaluation
Protocol (SEP).
The evaluation includes a backward-looking and a
forward-looking component. Specifically, the committee
is asked to judge the performance of the research unit
on the main assessment criteria and offer its written
conclusions as well as recommendations based on
considerations and arguments.
The main assessment criteria are:
1. research quality;
2. societal relevance;
3. viability of the unit.
During the evaluation of these criteria, the assessment
committee is asked to incorporate four specific aspects.
These aspects are included, as they are becoming
increasingly important in the current scientific context
and help to shape the past as well as future quality of
the research unit.
These aspects are as follows:
1. Open Science: availability of research output,
reuse of data, involvement of societal
stakeholders;
2. PhD Policy and Training: supervision and
instruction of PhD candidates;
3. Academic Culture: openness, (social) safety
and inclusivity; and research integrity;
4. Human Resources Policy: diversity and talent
management: Young @ Heart Network and
fellowship program.
Specific criteria for the NLHI
In addition to these criteria specified in the Strategy
Evaluation Protocol, the board requests the committee
to pay attention to the following additional questions as
well as to offer its assessment and recommendations:
1. Added value of the NLHI as a cooperation of
academic departments of Cardiology for the Dutch
cardiovascular community
1.1. Output is of higher quality in collaborative projects
with the NLHI (i.e., publications, grants)
1.2. NLHI collaborative projects have more spinoff (i.e.,
follow-up with new projects, new grants)
2. Added value of the NLHI as a platform for young
talents
The NLHI continued as an independent research
institute in 2016, but was founded in 1972. We aim for
this SEP evaluation to be finalized in our 50th
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anniversary year 2022. As a consequence, the period to
be evaluated is 5 years (instead of the regular six
years).
Given the specific nature of the NLHI, the SEP
was adjusted towards the needs of the NLHI in
consultation with KNAW. Part of our policy is aligned
with the university medical centers. For example
graduate schools, research groups and supervision of
PhD students are organized in collaboration with our
academic partners.
Research domain of NLHI is organized in themes
The NLHI fosters excellent cardiovascular research on
national and international level. We support basic
science, clinical research as well as public private
partnerships aimed at the prevention, mechanism and
treatment of cardiovascular diseases. In addition, the
NLHI treasures patient participation.

a) Mission, aims and strategy of past 5 years
The mission of the NLHI is to develop new,
excellent strategies for prevention, diagnosis and
cure of cardiovascular disease by promoting
cooperation between the cardiology departments
of all university hospitals in the Netherlands.
The NLHI acts as an accelerator of
cardiovascular
research
in
the
Netherlands.
Collaborative networks with emphasis on “team efforts”
is a necessity for competitive research in an
environment that is characterized by 1) The increasing
awareness of the complexity in disease biology, 2) The
subsidiary climate that asks for research teams that can
translate observations from bench to bedside, 3) The
need for large data repositories with significant patient
numbers, 4) Shared vision for open science and talent
management.
In previous decades the KNAW-ICIN addressed the
creation and maintenance of functional networks of
expertise. In the past 6 years we faced the challenge of
organizational separation from the KNAW and the
subsequent privatization of the (renamed KNAW-ICIN)
NLHI. In the past, KNAW-ICIN was an organization that
operated as a subsidiary organ with coordinating tasks
for externally funded studies connected with the
departments of cardiology. Currently, the NLHI
manages a project office that initiates inter-academic
studies that cover a broad diversity of cardiovascular
research.
Our current cooperative effort takes place in a
subsidiary environment that asks for translational
medicine and patient participation in large consortia
such as provided by CardioVascular Onderzoek
Nederland (CVON, 2010-2020) and the Dutch
CardioVascular Alliance (DCVA, since 2020).
The research programs are executed within
themes supported by the NLHI. The choice of themes

take into account new developments and clinical and
societal demands. The question whether or not specific
areas of cardiovascular research are within the scope of
the NLHI is answered along with our overall goals, the
main criterion being the need for cooperation. The
following, currently active themes will be presented in
the appendix of this self-evaluation (please note that
‘Sex’ and ‘Imaging’ are integrated in these themes):

Arrhythmias,
Cardiogenetics,
Congenital
Heart Disease, Heart-Organ axis, Heart
Failure, and Ischemic Heart Disease
Patient participation
Over the years, the NLHI has recognized the
importance of patient participation in scientific research.
One should realize that ‘patient participation’ is a
container concept. Organizations such as patient
communities, patient advocates and policy makers can
best organize types of patient participation like the use
of focus groups in agenda setting or creating awareness
with the general public.
In first instance the focus of the NLHI was to align
research programs in the direction of real world
personalized medicine in collaboration with patients.
Nowadays the NLHI and patient representatives also
aim to improve quality of research, commitment of
scientists and to find new funding opportunities. So far,
the NLHI has gained positive experiences in
collaborating with patients in the following areas.
1. Developing clinical trial protocols
2. Use of focus groups in implementation
trajectories
3. Accelerate patient inclusion in studies and
registries
5. Motivate scientific personnel by connecting them
to patients who share their experiences.
6. Fund raising and plotting strategies for finding
future cures (PLN research program)
We see even more opportunities for teaming up with
patients in lobby with the government and to expand
successes from the PLN research program towards
new patient communities.
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Mission
The mission of the NLHI is to develop new, excellent
strategies for prevention, diagnosis and cure of
cardiovascular disease by promoting cooperation
between the cardiology departments of all university
hospitals in the Netherlands.
The mission of the NLHI is translated into two
overarching goals and corresponding strategies.
These are:
Goal: Realize excellent, innovative cardiovascular
research by optimizing cooperation between the
academic cardiology departments and basic
research groups that together build research
programs from bench to bedside and improve patient
care (implementation).
Strategies:
S1
Promote cooperation by organizing funding
for cooperative, innovative research consortia
S2
Promote cooperation by organizing a high
quality, cost effective project coordination office
specialized in consortium management
S3
Promote cooperation by organizing scientific
meetings aimed at networking and knowledge
exchange such as the Translational Cardiovascular
Research Meeting
S4
Create optimal circumstances for
cardiovascular research by providing key
infrastructure
Goal: Coach talented cardiovascular researchers to
the top
Strategies
S5
Stimulate talent development by organizing
events and networks with talents in the lead.
S6
Stimulate talent development and excellent
research by enabling fellows to obtain knowledge
and experience abroad and bringing it back home.

b) Selection of activities and achievements
2016-2020
To reach our goals, a wide variety of activities is
realized, as presented on the next pages. For each
activity the corresponding strategies are given between
brackets.

Facilities and registries
The NLHI creates optimal circumstances for
cardiovascular research by providing infrastructure that
is best organized centrally, proactive and project
transcendent. The NLHI provides research support
facilities that can particularly generate sufficient impact
on an inter-university scale: the cardiac tissue
repository ("Hartenbank"), the CONCOR registration of
congenital cardiovascular abnormalities, the Durrer
center supporting cardiovascular biobanks and

Preclinicaltrials.eu to provide a comprehensive
database of preclinical animal study protocols.
Cardiac tissue repository ‘Hartenbank’ (Strategy S4)
The recently started Cardiac Tissue Repository
(‘Hartenbank’) aims to provide the Dutch cardiovascular
research community with a centralized platform for
cardiac biobanking and data management. With this
platform, researchers no longer need to initiate their
own elaborate and complicated tissue collection
program before they can start their intended research
projects. Hartenbank was initiated in 2019 in
collaboration with Durrer center, the Dutch brain tissue
repository and the PLN foundation.
Hartenbank coordinates donor inclusion, tissue
collection, and tissue distribution programs. All the
required permissions and protocols are in place. The
initial procedures are performed by pathologists from
the Dutch brain tissue repository using standardized
procedures to harvest and process the donated organs.
Mutation carriers of various cardiogenetic disorders and
their relatives are now invited to register as potential
donors and make their cardiac tissue available after
demise. https://hartenbank.nl
Concor Registry (Strategy S4)
The CONCOR registry was started in 2002 to make an
inventory of the epidemiology and specific morbidity of
adult congenital heart disease at a national level. Data
entry of patients under treatment at non-academic
hospitals was started in 2004. At present almost 17.000
patients from 102 hospitals have been included. Over
5900 of these patients' blood samples for DNA analysis
have been collected. Rapid progress in genetic
research plus the fact that most of the patients with
congenital heart disease now survive and reach their
reproductive age both emphasize the urgent need for
intensive genetic research. This requires large numbers
of patients and data, only to be achieved by a longterm, project transcendent approach. https://concor.net
Durrer Center for Cardiovascular Research
(Strategy S4)
United we share; united we care!
Durrer Center was founded by the NLHI in
2008. Durrer Center facilitates collaborations in the
research community by consolidating and expanding a
stable organization by performing dedicated and high
quality and durable storage of biological materials
(biobanking) and providing support in data management
and stewardship (research data management)
Durrer Center offers (logistic) procedures, tools
and support in implementing these features to give
researchers the opportunity to: 1) efficiently start multicenter initiatives using already existing and sustainable
procedures and tools 2) work according the FAIR
principles since samples/data need to be Findable (F),
Interoperable (I), Accessible (A) and Reusable (R)
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[Wilkinson, Mark D et al. “The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific
data management and stewardship.” Scientific data vol. 3 160018. 15
Mar. 2016, doi:10.1038/sdata.2016.1]

3) use transparent procedures on data sharing
organized by an independent facility (ISO9001:2015
certification).
As member of the team Data Infrastructure of
DCVA, Durrer Center is responsible for the set up and
update of: 1) the DCVA Catalogue to find already
collected cardiovascular data and biosamples for reuse
2) a guide on infrastructure that helps researchers to
find the services to compose / execute research
Priorities of the Data Infrastructure team are A)
making data available to collaborate and exchange
data, B) strengthen facilities for registry-based
research, C) implement a national platform for
cardiovascular patient, including the possibility to
donate date and D) make available biological samples
and heart tissue for research.
Providing a transparent mechanism for sample
and data access, Durrer Center benefits the entire
scientific community and society. Durrer Center
accelerates
scientific
progress
by
improving
transparency of data-access procedures which
increases the accessibility of achieved samples.
https://www.durrercenter.nl

Figure 1: Timeline of Durrer Center

Preclinical trials registry (Strategy S4)
Preclinicaltrials.eu (PCT) aims to provide a
comprehensive database of preclinical animal study
protocols. Protocols are preferably registered at
inception in order to increase transparency, help avoid
duplication, and reduce the risk of reporting bias by
enabling comparison of the completed study with what
was planned in the protocol. These goals transcend the
cardiovascular theme, but are nonetheless very
relevant too. From its start, the NLHI supports and
facilitates this initiative by Prof. Chamuleau (Amsterdam
UMC) with a partially funded, dedicated project
manager and grant writing expertise. In 2020 PCT
acquired a 200K grant from the Ministry of Agriculture.
https://www.preclinicaltrials.eu

Collaboration & funding
The NLHI provides administrative support that facilitates
and accelerates inter-academic research activities and
consortia. In addition, the NLHI stimulates the
organization of inter-academic collaborations by

exchanging networking activities and facilitating and
housing meetings.
PLN research program (Strategy S1, 2, 3, 4)
The NLHI created a research program in collaboration
with the PLN foundation. Initially, the PLN foundation
raised 2,5M Euro for PLN research. From the start, the
NLHI supported the PLN initiative by providing a
governance structure and setting scientific goals and
priorities. The NLHI and PLN foundation then built a
research proposal around their combined network of
research groups which resulted in a 6M grant for the
transatlantic Leducq network CURE-PLaN, involving six
dedicated PLN research groups from the US and
Europe and 3,6M from ZonMW to investigate the
potential use of prime editing to further develop a cure.
Future plans are to find funds for the next steps in
(clinical) research, start companies when needed to
protect IP and turn scientific results into new strategies
for diagnosis and cure. Ultimately a Phase I clinical trial
will be started as soon as a suited strategy for curing
PLN has been selected.
Cooperation call (Strategy S1)
Over time, the NLHI held several programs to provide
funds to initiate new, innovative projects. In doing so,
the NLHI created chances for great new developments,
cooperation and for opportunities to attract additional
funding. The relatively small seeding grants also put the
NLHI on the map as the central body in the Dutch
cardiovascular field as the driving force behind new
ideas and possibilities. For these reasons, the NLHI
restarted the Cooperation Call in 2020 to revive the
attention for new cooperative ideas and to attract those
researchers interested in cooperation.
Calls for proposals are communicated via the cardiology
departments. Criteria are 1) collaboration, 2) excellent,
novel cardiovascular research and 3) potentially leading
to bigger projects. Proposals are ranked by the ISAB
and the winner is chosen by the VVAO.
First rounds in 2020 and 2021 proved to be very
successful. Out of 19 applications, three new projects
were funded. The NLHI commits to yearly new rounds
for the coming five years.

Cooperation project
With the support of the NLHI for the CRYO-PVI
project the RACE-8-HF trial was set up. The RACE8-HF is a multicenter randomized clinical study
investigating the effect of cryoballoon ablation in
patients with heart failure and atrial fibrillation
(NCT04342832). To be able to initiate this trial, an
additional grant was sought from ZonMw
(‘Doelmatigheidsprogramma’) and was assigned in
October 2019 (project number 852002030, link).
During the course of the RACE-8-HF trial, a review
article describing the pathophysiology of the two
morbidities and their possible management, including
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ablation, was published (“The bidirectional interaction
between atrial fibrillation and heart failure:
consequences for the management of both
diseases”, DOI: 10.1093/europace/euaa368, link).
This article serves as a background for the RACE-8HF study and will be part of the PhD thesis from
Dominique Verhaert (expected in 2023), who was
appointed for the CRYO-PVI project. Furthermore,
the study was announced in a review article
describing paradigm shifts in atrial fibrillation
management caused by the RACE trials (Paradigm
shifts in pathophysiology and management of atrial
fibrillation—a tale of the RACE trials in the
Netherlands, DOIL 10.1007/s12471-020-01476-0,
link).
The RACE-8-HF study is ongoing and is anticipated
to be completed in the Autumn of 2025. Awaiting its
completion, we are continuing to study the
interrelation between atrial fibrillation and heart failure
on a translational level, including in the ISOLATION
cohort study (NCT04342312). In this study, a detailed
phenotype is drawn up for a large cohort of atrial
fibrillation patients undergoing ablation. This
phenotype
includes
markers
from
electropathological,
biochemical
and
clinical
domains. Within the CRYO-PVI project, there will be
particular focus on the subset of patients with heart
failure.
Thanks to Prof. K. Vernooy (MUMC Maastricht)
Multicenter Clinical Trials (Strategy S1, S2)
The NLHI enables cardiovascular research initiatives
that require inclusion of patients from more than one
Dutch academic hospital. Sounding examples are the
HEBE-trial, RACE-studies and the Biomarcs study.
More recently the NLHI became involved in and
supports the Praetorian-COVID and CAPACITY trials.
These project have grown to the world's largest
registries in the COVID research field.
Public Private Partnership funding (Strategy S1)
The NLHI organizes a dedicated Public Private
Partnership budget for cardiovascular research projects
with Dutch grantee Health~Holland. Our project
managers support project leaders to find (industrial)
partners and to submit for funding.
Project coordination office (Strategy S2)
From its establishment, the NLHI has valued the
possibility to be in the lead of cooperative research
projects. Initially the goal was to grant central access to
patient populations for clinical studies. Nowadays the
NLHI provides infrastructure for contract management
and human resources. Researchers that are to work in
multiple Dutch centers can be appointed on neutral
ground that is the NLHI. Project managers from the
NLHI service center support grant writing from a
perspective focused on cooperation. Academic centers
can join international consortia as one under the
umbrella of the NLHI.

In order to support cooperative research
projects, the NLHI’s high quality, cost effective project
coordinating office is specialized in consortium
management and support for writing proposals. The
team currently consists of three project managers plus
supporting staff who manage about 100 projects, over
200 research grants and appoint about 70 research
staff. The managed grants and appointed research
personnel are the body of the institute. The laboratories
and patient cohorts are provided in kind by the
academic cardiology departments. This combination
has given the NLHI its widely appreciated flexibility and
scientific relevance over the years.

Figure 2: The NLHI service center team during the 2nd Translational
Cardiovascular research meeting in 2018

In recent history Dutch research is more and
more organized in theme-driven consortia. This started
with the consortia funded by Center for Translational
Molecular Medicine (CTMM) and Top-Institute Pharma
(TI Pharma) since 2007. The NLHI was one of the
founding fathers of CardioVascular Onderzoek
Nederland (CVON), later succeeded by Dutch
CardioVascular Alliance (DCVA).
Appointing researchers at a central, neutral
point in the consortium (the NLHI) proved to enable
them to be connected to multiple centers. Having the
funds managed centrally gives the project leaders
oversight and maximum flexibility.
Funding of the NLHI

Figure 3: Funding of the NLHI in Euro’s per calendar year, divided
by 1) direct funding from the KNAW and the UMC’s, 2) other
funding such as biobanking services and meeting room rental and
3) grants for externally funded research. These grants are
managed by the NLHI project coordinating office of the Service
center in Utrecht.
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Race program
The NLHI encourages clinical research leading to improvement of patient care in atrial fibrillation. An example are the
RACE studies. The RACE project is exemplary for collaboration combining academic leadership with a powerful
network to execute trials, the WCN. There is a long-term successful collaboration based on mutual commitment and
involvement awarding of shared interests steering committees, writing committees and PIs
The hypothesis of the first RAte Control Versus
Electrical Cardioversion for Persistent Atrial Fibrillation
trial was that rate control therapy would not be inferior to
the much more complex rhythm control strategy. This
hypothesis could be proven, the paper was published in
the NEJM. In turn this changed the AF guidelines and
therapy for AF patients. The RAte Control Efficacy in
Permanent Atrial Fibrillation - A Randomized Comparison
of Lenient Rate Control versus Strict Rate Control
Concerning Morbidity and Mortality, the RACE II study
showed that the easier to institute lenient rate control
strategy was non inferior as compared to strict rate control
therapy. Again, another important improvement and
simplification of AF therapy, changing the guidelines
again. Lenient rate control is more convenient since fewer
outpatient visits, fewer examinations, lower dosages and
less often combination of drugs are needed.
The recent Targeted therapy of Underlying
conditions in patients with persistent atrial fibrillation and heart failure, the RACE 3 trial focused on the fact that
treatment of AF is more than just treating the electrocardiogram. It focused on optimal therapy of comorbidities. Again,
an improvement in therapeutic strategy for AF patients and a change in the AF guidelines. These studies were all
performed in collaboration with the NLHI and show how the NLHI plays a pivotal role in bringing together research
eventually improving patient care and changing guidelines

Thanks to Prof. I.C. van Gelder (UMCG, Groningen)
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Meetings and stimulating collaborations
Scientific Council (Strategy S3)
Members of the Scientific Council of the NLHI - both
clinicians and basic scientists - are selected for their
expertise in cardiovascular scientific research by the
heads of Dutch academic departments of Cardiology.
Meeting of the Chairs/Heads of national cardiology
departments ‘Seniorenberaad’
(Strategy S3)
The heads of the Dutch academic departments of
Cardiology historically meet three to four times per year
under the umbrella of the NLHI. These closed sessions
add to the harmonic cooperative approach so unique for
Dutch cardiology.
Monthly thematic scientific sessions (Strategy S3)
The NLHI organizes monthly thematic scientific
sessions. Topics are proposed by Principal
Investigators and cover a wide variety of subjects.
Annual Translational Cardiovascular Research Meeting
(Strategy S3)
The NLHI in 2017 initiated the Translational
Cardiovascular Research Meeting. This national
meeting is organized each year at a large conference
center in Utrecht at the center of the Netherlands (300+
attendees). From 2020 the NLHI labels this congress as
a DCVA meeting in order to support DCVA and create
a broader sense of cooperation in cardiovascular
research. Dutch cardiovascular consortia form the basis
for the 2-day program where they present their work and
plans for the future. The meeting provides a broad
platform and networking opportunity for cardiovascular
researchers. By organizing the meeting, the NLHI acts
as the central network for collaboration in translational
cardiovascular research.
https://congress.heart-institute.nl

Working groups (Strategy S3)
The NLHI established working groups on issues that
matter in cardiovascular science. The working groups
aim to bring together the leading researchers on a
specific topic to exchange information, build networks
and write grant proposals. Topics are often in emerging
fields aiming for the next step in their development. The

working groups are typically of a temporally nature, long
enough to reach the preset goals.

c) Talent management
Permanent positions in the scientific groups in
academic centers are scarce and the personal grant
rounds are very competitive. The Netherlands is
internationally recognized for the excellent output and
achievements in the field of cardiovascular disease.
This strong international position can only be
maintained if we invest in our talented researchers.
The NLHI encourages young, talented
researchers and coaches them to the top. Starting a
career in science may pose challenges on both a
professional and a personal level.
Optimize working circumstances (Strategy talent)
The NLHI appoints research personnel, mostly young
talents under the labor agreement of Dutch Academic
Medical Centers. Employees work in the laboratories
and clinics of the NLHI’s partners. Academic cardiology
departments provide the infrastructure for their PhD
training including supervision and instruction. In order to
have NLHI scientists fit in the local teams seamlessly,
they participate in local PhD programs. The NLHI aims
to improve their research and competitive skills and
therefore, together with our partners, we jointly organize
meetings and programs for talents:
Einthoven dissertation prize (Strategy talent)
The Einthoven dissertation prize is a joint initiative of the
NLHI and the Netherlands Society for Cardiology
(NVVC). The prize is named after one of the Dutch
Nobel Prize winners, Willem Einthoven, founder of the
ECG. It is an annual contest for the best cardiovascular
thesis in the Netherlands. This prize is very popular and
prestigious. The jury consists of board members of the
NLHI and NVVC who invite the three best applicants to
present their work during the Annual Translational
Cardiovascular Research Meeting. The public of the
meeting has the final vote. Prizes consist of a personal
budget for the 3 winners (3.000 - 2.000 - 1.000 Euro’s)

Willem Einthoven, Dutch Nobel Prize winner, founder of the ECG
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Figure 4: Destinations of NLHI fellows since 2005

Fellowship program (Strategy S6)
The NLHI endorses talent by providing a grant for
talented postdocs with the possibility to work at a
foreign, internationally recognized institute. Every year
the NLHI awards up to 4 fellowships to young scientists,
allowing them to work abroad for up to a year. The idea
behind the fellowships is for young people to both
develop themselves
and to bring skills
and
knowledge
back
to
Dutch
hospitals.
The
fellowship program
is supported by the
Foundation Friends
of Cardiology (Vrienden van de Cardiologie).
The jury consists of the NLHI board who invites two to
three applicants to present their proposal during the
Annual
Translational
Cardiovascular
Research
Meeting. The public of the meeting has the final vote.

Young @ Heart initiative (Strategy S3, S5, talent)
Initiated by the NLHI and Netherlands Heart
Foundation, Young @ Heart (Y@H) provides a
professional network for career development. Y@H
brings together young, talented and ambitious scientists
with an overall mission to secure the future of
cardiovascular excellence in the Netherlands. Y@H is
characterized by passion and enthusiasm for
cardiovascular research, in the broadest sense of the
word.
Activities are: 1) Organizing network events
where interaction between young scientists and
established professionals in science, business and
(semi)government is the central theme. 2) Providing
opportunities for developing soft skills relevant to
science. 3) Issue calls for competitive research grants
and fellowships for talented young scientists.
In 2020, Y@H was adopted by the Talent pillar
of DCVA. This way the program is integrated in a
broader cardiovascular talent policy including the DCVA
leadership program.
https://young.heart-institute.nl
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d) Research organization and management
The NLHI has historically been led by two
representatives of the Dutch academic Cardiology
departments, being the two board members of the nonprofit foundation NLHI.

Prof. J.W. Jukema

Prof. P.A.F.M. Doevendans

Previous board members/ directors
2016-2019 J. Weijers
2016-2019 Prof. D.J. Duncker
2007-2014 Prof. E.E. van der Wall
2003-2013 Prof. W.H. van Gilst
2003-2007 Prof. C. Visser
1993-2003 Prof. H. Wellens
1993-2003 Prof. K. Bom
1983-1993 Prof. F. Meijler
1972-1983 Prof. D. Durrer

platform to create awareness and recruit partners for
new interuniversity studies. For example, but not limited
to studies that include patients with rare diseases.
International Science and Advisory Board (ISAB)
The ISAB is the scientific consciousness of the NLHI.
The ISAB advises the board of the NLHI on the scientific
course of cardiovascular research in the Netherlands in
its international context. The ISAB meets once per year.
Every other year during the ESC and the DCVA
Translational
CardioVascular
Meeting
in
the
Netherlands. The ISAB ranks internal proposals for
NLHI cooperation grants and discusses the outcomes
of the 6-year evaluation of the NLHI on the basis of the
‘Strategic Evaluation Protocol’. Current members are:
Prof. Barbara Casadei (chair)
Prof. Otto Smiseth
Prof. Michael Schneider
Prof. Javier Diez
Prof. Thomas Eschenhagen
Prof. Ajay Shah

University of Oxford, UK
Rikshospitalet Oslo, Norway
Imperial College London, UK
University of Navarra, Spain
UMC Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany
King’s College London, UK

The board is overseen by the Supervisory
Board (Dutch: Raad van Toezicht, RvT), originally
consisting of the chairs/heads of the Dutch academic
cardiology departments. In 2020 the RvT took the
initiative to further professionalize itself, giving its
controlling nature more body, by appointing 3 members
of juridical and economic background. The heads of the
cardiology departments placed themselves in a new
connected body (VVAO, united coupled organizations)
that advises both the board and RvT.
The Scientific Council of the NLHI historically
has always been the embodiment of the cooperative
nature of the NLHI. In 2012, the Council was extended
in order to create broader involvement of the
cardiovascular field. The idea was that full membership
of the Scientific Council of the leaders of proposed
national networks was a prerequisite to increase the
(inter)national authority of the NLHI (recommendations
SEP 2005).
Despite good intentions, opening up the
Council also diluted its purpose and identity. This led to
the recent development to limit membership again to a
maximum of three members per Dutch academic
cardiology department. One being the head of
department who can appoint two others. This proved to
be a successful strategy to create involvement and
fruitful discussions about new collaborations and
developments. The Council as always is an important

Figure 5: Organogram of the NLHI. Abbreviations used:
o VVAO: United Coupled Organisations (Vereniging van
Aangesloten Organisaties)
o ISAB: International Science and Advisory Board
o CONCOR: Congenital heart diseases
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(inter)national embedding and collaborations
We cooperate closely with the Netherlands Heart
Foundation and we are proud partner of Dutch
CardioVascular Alliance (DCVA). NLHI research is
funded by Dutch academic cardiology departments,
Dutch and European governments, the Netherlands
Heart Foundation, Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (domain Healthcare ‘ZonMW’),
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences
(KNAW), Leducq Foundation for Cardiovascular
Research, (inter)national charities and private parties,
pharmaceutical and device companies in the
cardiovascular field.
Dutch cardiovascular Alliance (DCVA): Existing publicprivate consortia have already proven to be successful
in the last decade. The DCVA works from a strong
foundation in the private-public landscape by investing
in breakthrough science in consortia that lay the basis
for cardiovascular solutions and create new research
programs that contribute to lowering the disease
burden. The NLHI is one of the founding partners of the
DCVA and for selected projects operates as executive
partner. In this role the NLHI connects the academic
partners with each other, with privately owned
companies and with subsidiary organs. The DCVA and
the NLHI share the mission to remove hurdles in getting
research started and create the optimal basis for
realizing impact.
Netherlands Heart Foundation
The Netherlands Heart Foundation (NHS) is the largest
subsidiary body in the field of cardiovascular research
in the Netherlands and therefore a key partner for the
NLHI. With the NHS, the NLHI is one of the founding
partners of the DCVA. The NLHI plays a central role in
coordinating NHS-funded consortia with a strong interuniversity and multidisciplinary character.
Societal stakeholders: PLN foundation
The individual academic partners all have a strategy in
place to stay connected with societal stakeholders. The
added value of the NLHI is specifically evident for
patient organizations that represent rare diseases such
as the PLN foundation. Hereditary mutations in the PLN
gene may result in deathly cardiac rhythm disorders with
the highest prevalence in Dutch ancestries. The Dutch
cardiovascular centers joined their efforts resulting in
large grants (e.g. Leducq, NWO, ZonMW) and research
supported by the patient PLN foundation that is
coordinated within the NLHI.
International embedding
Several NLHI research projects have (had) active
connections with universities and hospitals in Europe
and the rest of the world for example with the UK for the
RACE studies and the UK, USA and Canada for the

CONCOR registry. The NLHI coordinates and
participates in several projects funded by the Leducq
Foundation that involve partners from the US and EU.
The NLHI is proactively involved in recent research
projects funded by new calls organized by the
cardiovascular charities from the Netherlands, the UK
and the German Centre for Cardiovascular Research
(DZHK).

e) Research integrity
In general the NLHI
follows the standards for
scientific integrity that are
announced
by
the
Netherlands
research
community
Netherlands Code of
Conduct for Research
Integrity (2018), PDF
The NLHI focuses on three
subthemes:
1) Valuation. At the moment
polarization is seen as discussions rise about the
fairest, most integer way to judge output and talent. The
NLHI supports the Y@H community to take the lead as
this concerns their future.
2) Data sharing and data management. The NLHI
follows the FAIR principles of research and stimulates
other “Open science” principles related with “Career and
Rewards”, “Open Access”, “Public Outreach &
Engagement”. This is organized by the Durrer Center.
3) Open science. The NLHI supports a fair and open
culture. In the Netherlands the ‘Taverne amendment’ to
the Copyright Act accelerates open access publication.
UMC Utrecht decided to go one step further and to
publish all articles in this way. The NLHI will open up
discussions aiming at one policy for all academic
departments of Cardiology concerning ‘Taverne’.
https://www.openaccess.nl/en/in-the-netherlands/youshare-we-take-care
In addition, The NLHI supports Open Science
by actively endorsing preregistration of animal research.
The NLHI is one of the initiators of the preregistration
platform and provides manpower to support the
platform. By preregistering animal experiments,
research rigor and transparency will be improved, and
researchers are given the opportunity to search and
share details and data of otherwise unpublished animal
studies.
http://www.preclinicaltrials.eu/

Pieter Glijnis (PLN R14del carrier): Open
science is important for patients as we expect
this principle to accelerate to use of new findings
and translate them into cures. NLHI is in the
unique position to drive changes to the current
system and to promote ‘open science’
13
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f) Diversity
The NLHI aims for equal representation in light
of diversity. The NLHI carefully follows national and
local academic initiatives and the policy of grant
suppliers regarding diversity in the broadest sense. The
NLHI takes diversity and equality into account when
installing boards, committees, jury’s and the like, but
also when opening calls and judging proposals. This
principle is part of our house rules that are added to the
appointments and labor conditions of new personnel.
The NLHI will initiate discussions whether or not
policies of DCVA partners should be aligned as we
expect this would add to transparency and unity, which
in turn would benefit the diversity and equality goal
setting in general.
Although we take diversity serious and we are
achieving our goals, we realized during the composition
of this report and on the basis of the feedback we
requested, that we miss a confidential counselor to
enable our employees to have their objections heard
and solved, if any. This will be resolved on short notice
by appointing a confidential counselor.
Sex
Men
Women

Percentage
43,3%
56,7%

Figure 6: Ratio of men and women appointed by the NLHI in 2021
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2) Viability and strategy for the
future
In 2016, with support of its founding fathers, the NLHI
continued as an independent research institute,
disconnected from the KNAW. Driving force was the
ever-increasing need for strong inter-university and
interdisciplinary partnerships. The NLHI acts as a
driving force for national registries, a connecting force
in multi-center (international) consortia and takes a
position as the academic voice in Cardiology and as the
partner for subsidizing bodies and national strategic
research initiatives such as DCVA.
In the past decades, there has been an increasing shift
from individual-led research to inter-university
collaborations that underpin successful clinical research
programs. Also, in the basic and translational research
field there is an increasing need for the exchange of

facilities, models and knowledge that makes it possible
to perform at top level. This is reflected by the subsidy
climate in which many grants are provided nationally
and internationally to consortia of partners that reinforce
each other and are complementary. Today, cooperation
and networking are key values. These values are in the
DNA of the NLHI.
Disconnecting from the KNAW also meant a budget cut
as KNAW supported the NLHI financially until 2021. The
board of the NLHI has developed a plan for the next 5
years. Existing activities have been successfully
stimulated to become budget neutral. The renewed
support of the academic cardiology departments
guarantees the NLHI’s future and even gives space for
a limited but very important scientific program.
Continuous support by the foundation ‘Friends of
Cardiology’ enables the NLHI to proceed its talent
program (fellowships and Y@H).

a) SWOT
Strengths
Weaknesses
- Strong commitment from academic cardiology
- Position and role of the NLHI in the fast moving
departments
organizational landscape of cardiovascular
- Recognized
position
in
inter-academic
research can change
cardiovascular research initiatives
- Sub-optimal participation of the non - clinical,
- Long standing unique patient related data and
scientific community.
biobank collections
- Dependency of budget for infrastructure and
- Unifying partner in highly competitive national
support team on external funding and
research field.
partnerships.
- Strong partnerships with key stakeholders in
- No final agreement with central financial
cardiovascular subsidiary system.
administration in academic hospitals about
- Enhancing
output
and
impact
through
overhead and indirect costs.
collaboration
Opportunities
Threats
- Broaden and intensify collaborations with
- Budget cuts in academic hospitals and cardiology
departments may result in inward focus of
patients
activities with minimizing contributions to the
- Strengthening
position
in
private-public
NLHI
partnerships as key partner of DCVA.
- One of the core businesses – project
- Partner in international/ European calls
management – competes with the Project
- Collaboration with industry
coordinating offices of academic centers
- Initiate national strategic initiatives in the field of
- More stringent legal and ethical regulations with
prevention of cardiovascular disease.
increased risk when administrative project
- Improve PR activities.
management is within the NLHI but execution of
project coordination is beyond span of control of
- Offer more flexibility regarding (de)centralized
the NLHI.
biobanking and access.
- Create a central expertise center in patent
findings, IP and how to start up a spin-off
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b) Targets for the future
“Deltaplan Cardiovascular disease in the Netherlands”:
The successful initiation of the DCVA mandates a revisit
of the organizational landscape of Dutch cardiovascular
research. Together with the academic cardiology
centers, the Dutch Heart Foundation, NVVC, WCN and
other relevant stakeholders - under the umbrella of
DCVA - we will discuss the role of the NLHI in this
organizational blueprint. Our main expertise and unique
potential lies within the value of multi-center (including
public-private) research initiatives and the powerful
connection between the academic cardiology
departments that characterized the NLHI since 1972.
The NLHI will coordinate the academic voice in the
Deltaplan Cardiovascular disease.
This comes with a challenge for academic
centers that are considered as tertiary care centers to
address
more
complex
and
rare
disease
manifestations. The NLHI will emphasize that the main
focus of the subsidiary organs will be in early detection
of cardiovascular disease. Industrial partners of DCVA
should bring in their pipelines and predict future
opportunities for biomarkers and translation. All
stakeholders will need to be empowered to make sure
and facilitate translation into cardiological care practice.
Expand patient/disease driven research programs
The successful implementation of the PLN research
program asks for follow-up and expansion towards
other (rare) cardiovascular diseases. Current
developments in ‘personalized medicine’ and new
technologies like induced Pluripotent Stem cells and
prime editing are promising for finding cures for orphan
diseases. We expect the demand from patient
communities to increase when first successful results
come to light.
The NLHI will evaluate - together with PLN foundation what made our joint initiative so successful so far and
where lessons can be learned.
For the PLN research program, future plans are to find
funds for the next steps in (clinical) research, start
companies when needed to protect IP and turn scientific
results into new strategies for diagnosis and cure.
Ultimately a Phase I clinical trial will be started as soon
as a suited strategy for curing PLN has been selected.
Furthermore, the NLHI will actively attract new patient
(communities) with the goal to establish new research
programs driven by the wish to find a cure.
“Install committed Scientific Council”: Following the
most recent SEP evaluation and advice, the NLHI
broadened the scope of activities (bed to bench) with
new Scientific Council members who represent the
basic science cardiovascular profile of the Netherlands.
However, the last years revealed and confirmed that we
the role of the cardiology departments is essential in the
success that has been achieved in the 49 years of ICIN-

NLHI. Broadening the Council while preserving
commitment is a challenge.
The academic cardiology departments have
been the founders of the ICIN-NLHI and for the NLHI
(and the departments) this network still is of major
importance. We will install a Scientific Council including
basic science PIs who are collaborating with and
proposed by the academic cardiology department
heads. The board of the NLHI will accept the nomination
after assessment of the NLHI’s diversity goals. We will
evaluate if this creates a diverse platform that is fully
connected and operates from bench to bedside.
Partner in international/ European collaborations
International competition for grants will increase further
and we expect the award rates to come under further
pressure. The synergy between the academic
cardiology departments should be more visible and
capitalized by jointly presenting us as 1 unifying partner
for participation in large international consortia. This has
been done by the NLHI for EU projects and
Transatlantic consortia funded by Leducq foundation
and patient collectives. Also, this model is successfully
executed by the working group cardiovascular centers
(WCN) in which many peripheral cardiology centers
carry out pharmaceutical studies.
The NLHI will intensify this model and will proactively screen for calls (EU, other) and, based on their
track record and expertise, coordinate the participation
of cardiology centers in respective research programs.
We will consult the Scientific Council in order to develop
a clear plan including goal setting for the international
position of the NLHI.
Improve and intensify thematic organizational structure
Currently the thematic focus of the NLHI is organized
dynamically within its network structure. The NLHI
policy is influenced by external research agenda's,
subsidy calls and Principal Investigators who choose to
collaborate with the NLHI.
The benefit of this approach is that the NLHI
can solely focus its activities on areas where
cooperation is of added value. During this
(self)evaluation it also became clear that the downside
can be that activities are (too) volatile and the NLHI
therefore has no clear profile in some areas.
The challenge for the NLHI will be to implement
an organizational structure around cardiovascular
themes, ensuring commitment and continuity, without
losing its flexibility to act on new developments. The
NLHI will investigate the possibilities to appoint two
leaders per theme. An experienced investigator and an
early career investigator. We envision they will
coordinate theme activities in order to promote
cooperation. For example: working groups, scientific
sessions, participation in the annual congress, talent
program. Depending on the previous point, theme
leaders can be supported with a dedicated budget for
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personal development and leadership. We will develop
an ongoing evaluation of themes in collaboration with
the Scientific council.
Enforcing task forces in new emerging research fields
New topics will emerge in the field of cardiovascular
research. Examples of rapidly growing clinical and
subsequent research fields are cardio-oncological
complications and the utilization of artificial intelligence.
The NLHI will initiate a working group that will
discuss the unmet needs that can be answered by
joining activities and expertise between the cardiology
centers.
“Talent and Open Science, prepare for the future”: The
scientific community is overwhelmed by information
related to “Open Science”.
Data sharing, public access, rewarding systems, FAIR
will all become common practice. EU and NWO already
mandated that all publications sponsored by their
organizations should be published without any
restrictions regarding access by publishers. The NLHI
initiated the platform www.preclinicaltrials.eu aiming for
increase of transparency and reducing the risk of
reporting bias in case of preclinical studies.
Fast changing policies are slowly implemented
by scientists. The Y@H community will be continued
and we will facilitate the debate and discuss the
challenges that come with the “Open Science” strategy.

Aim is to stimulate a culture within that community that
prepares the future leading scientists for changing
landscapes in research management.
To support open science and create
awareness, we will have 5% of budgets that are granted
by NLHI be earmarked for ‘open science’, for example
open access publication or FAIR data management.
Evaluate impact of NLHI funding
The NLHI has organized limited funding of its own
scientific initiatives: fellowships, talent program,
cooperation projects, infrastructure and working groups.
Over the years, granting some funds to the community
proved to be of added value for the visibility of the
institute and has generated results of importance for
early career investigators.
Although criteria are communicated in calls for
proposals, we received feedback from the selfevaluation committee that these are not commonly
known nor clear to everyone. The committee suggested
investigating opportunities to connect more community
members to the NLHI, for example by grant rounds for
smaller, more personal grants. This could be integrated
in a foreseen renewed thematic organizational
structure. The board of the NLHI will evaluate this
proposal and the current funding programs in the next
year.
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3) Summary
Mission and aims of the past 5 years
Five years ago, the NLHI became an individual research
institute that is supported by cardiology departments of
all UMC’s in The Netherlands. The goal of the NLHI is
to bring cardiovascular research to a higher level by
stimulating collaborations between research groups in
the field. Furthermore, the NLHI distinguishes itself in
the support of young research talents.
Strategy to achieve aims - Over the years, the NLHI
has supported the cardiovascular research in many
ways. The service center in Utrecht is open to all
cardiovascular scientists that are in need of support.
The NLHI facilitates networking and knowledge
exchange by organizing get-togethers between
researchers and offering meeting rooms at the Holland
Heart House. The NLHI supports researchers by
facilitating project coordination including research
management, grant writing and human resources.
For young researchers, the NLHI provides a
stepping stone to the next step in their career. The Y@H
community is an effective way to come in contact with
other young researchers. Furthermore, the NLHI
stimulates talent development and international
networking, and supports excellent research by granting
fellowships to perform research abroad.
In addition to the activities above, the NLHI
creates optimal circumstances for cardiovascular
research by providing infrastructure that is best
organized centrally, proactive and project transcendent.
The NLHI provides research support facilities that can
particularly generate sufficient impact on an interuniversity scale: the cardiac tissue repository
("Hartenbank"), the CONCOR registration of congenital
cardiovascular abnormalities, the Durrer center
supporting
cardiovascular
biobanks
and
Preclinicaltrials.eu to provide a comprehensive
database of preclinical animal study protocols.
Evidence - Together, these efforts have resulted in
output of 29 PhD promotions, 1101 publications, and an
average citation of 19.97, suggesting collaboration via
the NLHI is an improvement of scientific output in terms
of citations compared to almost all individual UMC’s.
Accomplishments - In the past 5 years the NLHI has
supported several large consortia funded by Dutch and
international programs such as DCVA, NHS, Leducq,
DHF-BHF-DZHK, Horizon 2020. In many cases, results
from these consortia have opened up possibilities for
additional funding to continue their work in a follow-up
consortium.
The NLHI supported the cardiovascular field
with fellowships, numerous thematic (working group)
meetings and the annual Translational Cardiovascular
Research Meeting.

Over the last decade the Y@H talent program
has found solid ground and provides a professional
network for career development. The NLHI has actively
supported a structural role for Y@H in the talent
program of DVCA, providing a broad basis for the future.
Strategy for the future - In the future, NLHI will
continue as the midpoint of collaboration between
academic centers in The Netherlands. The NLHI is
initiator
and
stakeholder
in
the
“Deltaplan
cardiovascular disease” and as such can be the voice
of all cardiology departments in The Netherlands. The
NLHI will evaluate - together with PLN foundation - what
made our joint initiative so successful so far and where
lessons can be learned. Next steps will be defined to
find a cure for PLN. The NLHI will actively attract new
patient (communities) with the goals to establish new
research programs driven by the wish to find a cure.
Furthermore, the NLHI wants to expand its
focus on becoming partner in international consortia
and aims for the institute to act as a united front of joint
cardiology departments in international consortia. That
way, the collaborative nature of the NLHI will lead to
more efficient science by selecting departments with the
best expertise to join the call application.
The NLHI will install a Scientific Council that
includes researchers from cardiology departments as
well as basic researchers. We will evaluate if this
creates a diverse platform that is fully connected and
operates from bench to bedside. In consultation with the
Scientific Council the NLHI develop a clear plan
including goal setting for the international position of the
NLHI.
In addition, NLHI will reorganize the
organizational structure around cardiovascular themes,
ensuring commitment and continuity, without losing its
flexibility to act on new developments. A working group
will be set in place that advises the NLHI about new
developments and the needs from the field where the
NLHI can contribute to.
The classical method of rating successful
scientific careers with h-indexes and impact factors is
currently under debate. Fast changing policies are
slowly implemented by scientists. The Y@H community
will be in the lead to discuss the challenges that come
with the “Open Science” strategy. Aim is to stimulate a
culture within that community that prepares the future
leading scientist for changing landscapes in research
management.
The board will follow up on the suggestion by
the
Self-evaluation
committee
to
investigate
opportunities to connect more community members to
the NLHI, for example by setting up grant rounds for
smaller, more personal grants.
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Output 2016 - 2020
Average citation score of the NLHI and of individual UMCs in The Netherlands
Institute
Number of publications
Average citation
NLHI
1101
19.97
UMC Groningen
1228
31.76
UMC Utrecht
1098
19.64
LUMC, Leiden
1179
18.99
Erasmus MC, Rotterdam
1765
18.88
MUMC, Maastricht
926
15.29
Radboud UMC, Nijmegen
578
12.89
Amsterdam UMC
1675
17.34
Figure 7: Comparison between publications of the NLHI and of individual University Medical Centers in The Netherlands in the domain Cardiac and
Cardiovascular Systems in Web of Science. Since 2016, the NLHI and its employees have published 1.101 articles and a total of 21.985 citations,
resulting in an average citation score of 19.97. This score is higher than the worldwide average score in the Cardiac and Cardiovascular Systems
field (citation score of 15). The score of the NLHI is higher than most academic departments of cardiology, except for UMCG Groningen (31.76).
(Source: web of science, credits to Mr. J. Schoones)

Network of NLHI publications: collaborations between Dutch University Medical Centers

Figure 8: Number of cardiovascular publications from the NLHI, where 2 Dutch academic centers (green dots) collaborated.
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NLHI indicators 2016-2020
Articles in peer-reviewed journals
Promovendi in final year
Research staff
International Fellowships (months granted)
Annual turnover in (K€)
Portfolio of unspend grants held (K€)
Acquired new grants in (K€)*

2016
200
3
64
15
4.541
8.529
9.822

2017
224
9
80
18
5.424
10.592
5.581

2018
215
14
71
36
6.238
8.069
2.274

2019
236
5
61
30
5.150
10.408
5.886

2020
226
6
54
18
5.489
9.791
3.766

Figure 9: Overview of key indicators for the NLHI for the period 2016-2020.
Not shown: in 2021 the NLHI already acquired 13,5 MEuro new grants.

Top 20: Journals were most NLHI publications were published
Journal
Netherlands Heart Journal
International Journal Of Cardiology
European Heart Journal
Circulation
European Journal Of Heart Failure
Cardiovascular Research
Journal Of The American College Of Cardiology
Journal Of The American Heart Association
Heart
Plos One
Circulation Genomic And Precision Medicine
Europace
American Journal Of Cardiology
Scientific Reports
Nature Communications
Atherosclerosis
European Heart Journal Cardiovascular Imaging
European Journal Of Preventive Cardiology
Journal Of Cardiovascular Translational Research
Nature Genetics
Other

Article count
62
58
45
37
36
33
28
27
25
22
21
21
18
18
16
14
14
14
14
13
564

Percentage
5,64%
5,27%
4,09%
3,36%
3,27%
3,00%
2,55%
2,45%
2,27%
2,00%
1,91%
1,91%
1,64%
1,64%
1,45%
1,27%
1,27%
1,27%
1,27%
1,18%
51,27%

Figure 10

More than one NLHI publication in journals with Impact Factor >10
Journal
New England Journal Of Medicine
Nature
Nature Genetics
Nature Reviews Cardiology
Lancet Diabetes & Endocrinology
European Heart Journal
Circulation
Journal Of The American College Of Cardiology
Circulation Research
Basic Research In Cardiology
European Journal Of Heart Failure
Nature Communications
Journal Of Clinical Investigation
JACC Cardiovascular Imaging
Jama Cardiology
JACC Heart Failure
Matrix Biology
Proceedings Of The National Academy Of Sciences Of The
United States Of America
Jacc-Cardiovascular Interventions
Radiology
Cardiovascular Research
Hypertension

Impact Factor (2020)
91,245
49,962
38,33
32,419
32,069
29,983
29,69
24,094
17,367
17,165
15,534
14,919
14,808
14,805
14,676
12,035
11,583
11,205

Publications since 2016 (>1)
3
3
13
3
2
45
37
28
10
7
36
16
2
11
12
2
2
3

11,195
11,105
10,787
10,19

2
2
33
7

Figure 11
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Funding sources of the NLHI

Figure 12: Funding sources of the NLHI per calendar year in Euro’s.
Third parties are foundations and industry; Hartstichting is the Dutch Heart Foundation; (Semi)governement are ministries, the Dutch Research
council and Health~Holland; Academic research is funded by the academic departments of Cardiology; NLHI services include biobanking, data
management; Direct funding comes from the KNAW (stops in 2021) and the University Medical Centers.
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Research themes of the NLHI
The NLHI fosters excellent cardiovascular research on national and international level. We support basic science, clinical
research as well as public private partnerships aimed at the prevention, mechanism and treatment of cardiovascular
diseases. In addition, the NLHI treasures patient participation.
Research programs are executed within themes supported by the NLHI. The choice of themes takes into account new
developments and clinical and societal demands. The question whether or not specific areas of cardiovascular research
are within the scope of the NLHI is answered along with our overall goals, the main criterion being the need for
cooperation.
For every theme we have selected output which highlights the accomplishments of the theme. These lists are not meant
to be complete
Atrial fibrillation

Arrhythmias
Theme Coordinator Prof. I.C. van Gelder (UMC Groningen)

Theme introduction
Arrhythmias have been a main research topic for more
than 50 years in the Netherlands. Since the last 30
years research on atrial fibrillation has expanded
tremendously with always Dutch researchers among
the key opinion leaders and one of the first incorporating
new techniques, including ablation in atrial fibrillation
and heart failure (RACE 8) and digital health to improve
and simplify care for patients (currently investigated in
RACE 11). The same holds true for research on
ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death
prevention. To improve quality of research, the NHLI
has always been instrumental for financial support and
to start collaborations, and have discussions with other
PIs, also from outside your own arrhythmia network
which clearly benefitted the quality of research projects.

Researchers from the Netherlands belong to the key
opinion leaders. This is in part because of the
opportunities and (financial) support provided by the
NLHI. Main focus has always been improvement of care
for patients by performing randomized trials in order to
change guidelines (e.g. RACE 1-3). During the last 5
years RACE 3 has demonstrated the relevance of
treating comorbidities next to the arrhythmia in order to
improve sinus rhythm maintenance. Further, RACE V
showed that paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, as always has
been thought, is NOT one entity (Figure 14). This
warrants further research and may improve patient
tailored therapy.

Accomplishments past 5 years
Organization of care and collaboration
Multicenter trials in the Netherlands, Europe and around
the world have been supported by the NLHI since long.
Also, during the last 5 years large multicenter and
multinational studies benefitted from the NLHI support.
Clinically, studies often aimed to improve patient care
by performing randomized trials, like RACE 1 and RACE
2. This has changed guidelines and is also currently
implemented in the NLHI portfolio. NHLI researchers
also collaborate in European multicenter trials (eg
PROFID) and Transatlantic consortia like the RHYTHM
network.

Figure 13: Primary outcome of sinus rhythm maintenance
established by 7-day Holter monitoring and clinical status in
patients randomized to targeted versus conventional therapy
(Rienstra et al. Eur Heart J. 2018)

-
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packaging of a mutated gene into an AAV virus. 2) the
exact localization of the target region in the heart
through a minimally invasive method, 3) the introduction
of the virus with high precision into the target area. The
translational design of the project is reflected in 3 WPs
aiming to optimize the transgene and its packaging,
validate the non-invasive mapping technique, and
application of the techniques in a large animal model of
myocardial infarction. This project supported by the
NLHI is ongoing but highlights the fact that not only
clinical but also basic and translational research is
supported by the NLHI.
Figure 14: Examples of patients with short (A), intermediate (B),
and long (C) episodes of paroxysmal AF. Each day is represented
by a bar. White means no AF, bue that AF ispresent. On the Y axis
the tome of the day, on the x-axis 6 months follow-up on a day per
day basis (De With et al. Europace 2020).

The NLHI was also instrumental in initiating new trials
on timely topics, like ablation in patients with heart
failure with reduced ejection fraction and AF (RACE 8)
and digital health to improve comprehensive AF
management and patient satisfaction (RACE 11).
Further, the NLHI was instrumental in teaching young
PhDs to become the new leaders. For example, during
the last 5 years Prof Dr M Rienstra, Prof Dr K Vernooy
and Dr Linz took over the research line on AF as started
by Prof D H Crijns and Prof D IC van Gelder in the 80ies.
Ventricular arrhythmias and prevention of sudden
cardiac death

Figure 15: Several arrhythmogenic diseases may lead to sudden
cardiac death, without distinctive structural abnormalities to the
heart. In the RHYTHM consortium, new risk stratification
parameters are identified to detect cardiac arrhythmias at an earlier
stage.

The transatlantic network supported by the Foundation
Leducq including researchers from the AMC (the
RHYTHM network) aims to provide new risk
stratification
parameters
and
develop
novel
personalized therapies for patients at risk of dying
suddenly, based on a patient-specific detailed
understanding of the mechanisms of Sudden Cardiac
Death (Figure 15). Unlike most previous studies, which
have relied upon animal models, they focus on the
human heart, first in experimental settings, and later in
patients using novel high-resolution methods. The AMC
researchers are involved in epicardial repolarization
mapping in patients with the Early Repolarization sign
suffering from multiple VF episodes. The mapping
procedure clearly indicated that a region of late
activation correlated with the J-waves on the body
surface. Histological section of the culprit area
demonstrated structural abnormalities. Ablation of this
area normalized the ECG and rendered the patients
arrhythmia free, really providing new treatment
opportunities for these patients.
In the Galant project the investigators aim to introduce
a mutated gene into cardiomyocytes in order to prevent
to occurrence of cardiac arrhythmias. The project
contains three innovative aspects: 1) the design and
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Output Arrhythmias (highlights)

-

-

-

-

-

-

1) Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships
Hobbelt, Anne H et al. “Prethrombotic State in Young
Very Low-Risk Patients With Atrial Fibrillation.” Journal
of the American College of Cardiology vol. 69,15 (2017):
1990-1992. doi:10.1016/j.jacc.2017.01.057
Opacic, Dragan et al. “Atrial metabolism and tissue
perfusion as determinants of electrical and structural
remodelling in atrial fibrillation.” Cardiovascular
research
vol.
109,4
(2016):
527-41.
doi:10.1093/cvr/cvw007
Blom, Lennart J et al. “Incidence and predictors of
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator therapy and its
complications in idiopathic ventricular fibrillation
patients.” Europace : European pacing, arrhythmias,
and cardiac electrophysiology : journal of the working
groups on cardiac pacing, arrhythmias, and cardiac
cellular electrophysiology of the European Society of
Cardiology
vol.
21,10
(2019):
1519-1526.
doi:10.1093/europace/euz151
De With, Ruben R et al. “Temporal patterns and shortterm progression of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation: data
from RACE V.” Europace : European pacing,
arrhythmias, and cardiac electrophysiology : journal of
the working groups on cardiac pacing, arrhythmias,
and cardiac cellular electrophysiology of the European
Society of Cardiology vol. 22,8 (2020): 1162-1172.
doi:10.1093/europace/euaa123
PHD-theses
Rivaud, Mathilde (AUMC) - Diversity and complexity of
cardiac sodium channel (dys)function – relevance for
arrhythmias in inherited and acquired diseases
NLHI Fellowships
2016 Tjong (AUMC-AMC / Mt. Sinai NY, US) - Novel
Technologies in Cardiac Rhythm Management: The
Beginning of a Leadless Era

-

-

-

-

3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects
Cycle study - Roeters van Lennep (EMC) - NHS 110K
DNAFix - Brundel (AUMC) - NHS-BHF-DZHK 480K
Galant - Coronel and Boink (AUMC) - ZonMW 460K
PROFID - Tan (AUMC) – EU Horizon2020 400K
Race studies 3 and V - van Gelder (UMCG) - CVONDCVA
RACE-8-HF trial - CRYO PVI studies - Vernooy
(MUMC) - NLHI-ZonMW
Race 11 - Telecheck AF - Crijns, Linz (MUMC) - NLHI
cooperation 160K
Rhythm - Coronel (AUMC) – Leducq foundation 900K
(6M program)
Vigilance - Volders (MUMC) and Hassink (UMCU) CVON 310K (1,5M program)
Prizes
Bert Talen prize for prof Dr IC van Gelder (2016)
ESC 2019 René Laënnec lecture and ESC Silver
medal (2019) for Prof Dr IC Van Gelder
4) Res. products for societal target groups: Books,
guidelines, patents
Two patents by Jelvehgaran et al, title is confidential,
submitted in 2020
Patent: Efimov, Igor R.; Yun Qiao; Kang, Chaoyi; Li,
Zhenyu; Dong, Quan; Li, Baichen; Apparatus And
Methods For In Vitro Preclinical Human Trials,
PCT/US18/15052 Filed 2018/01/25.
Patent: Efimov, Igor R.; Aras, Kedar; Rogers, John A.;
Gremi, Erdit; Pospisil, David; High Resolution MultiFunction And Conformal Electronics Device For
Diagnosis And Treatment Of Cardiac Arrhythmias.
PCT/US18/16499 Filed 2018/02/01.
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Cardiogenetics
Theme Coordinator Prof. A.A.M. Wilde (AmsterdamUMC)

Theme introduction
Cardiogenetics in the Netherlands started as a
subspecialty within cardiology and clinical genetics with
the discovery of the first genes responsible for
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) and congenital
long-QT syndrome (LQTS) in the early nineties. In the
Netherlands, the former ICIN (now NLHI) recognized
the importance of these developments early on by
providing budget for a national database (GENCOR)
and national meetings. An important aspect of this early
recognition was the insight that in the field of rare
diseases national collaboration is of critical importance.
A tremendous growth has been witnessed over these
30 years secondary to increasing awareness among
cardiologists and clinical geneticists that sudden cardiac
death (SCD) at young age, often one of the sequelae of

an inherited cardiac disease, can be prevented by
timely recognition and preventive treatment of the
respective disease. In addition, expanding technical
possibilities of DNA testing contributed to this
exponential growth.
The societal relevance of this research topic is evident.
Individuals at risk for sudden cardiac death are
recognized timely due to the active cardiogenetic
screenings programs throughout the country. For
individual disease entities it has been shown that timely
recognition leads to timely treatment and increased
survival in affected families.

Accomplishments past 5 years
Organization of Care and collaboration
In the Netherlands, cardiogenetic centers are present in
all Academic centers. Some Academic centers offer onsite service to the larger non-Academic centers
throughout the country. Patients are no longer entered
in GENCOR but there are several disease-specific

Figure 16: The Leduq consortium CURE-PLaN aims to identify disease mechanisms related to the pathogenesis of R14del-PLN mutations.
The consortium combines multiple strategies of molecular, cellular, preclinical and clinical research, including to prevent or delay onset of
the disease. (Figure from doi:10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.119.315077)
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national registries. These registries are at the basis of a
long-lasting high level of scientific output.
PLN research
PLN-cardiomyopathy caused by the Dutch founder
variant arg14del is a devastating disease characterized
by a high prevalence of early onset malignant
ventricular arrhythmias and heart failure. The national
PLN database was founded in 2005 and has now almost
1500 entries of which the vast majority was added in the
most recent years. It serves as the main source for all
knowledge regarding current therapeutic choices (all
published data) and will be the basis for future new
therapies (i.e., patient identification and selection). One
of the strengths in all PLN projects is the close
involvement of the very active PLN patient foundation.
A major external funding program devoted to basic
aspects of PLN disease, the Leducq transatlantic
research program “CurePLaN”, was launched early
january 2019 and has its administration office at NHI.
Investigators from over the world are performing cutting
edge research in order to unravel the biochemistry and
molecular biology of the PLN cardiomyopathy (Figure
16). First high impact studies have been published and
many more are awaited. The consortium has monthly
online meetings with adequate attendance. More
recently, the ZONMW call on “Pluripotent Stem cells of
inherited diseases and embryonic research was also
successfully completed with a project involving PLN
research (PI Prof van Rooy, Hubrecht lab).
All together the PLN research line is generally on a very
high level and an example for successful collaboration
on the national level.
Several CVON projects also have (had) their
administrative office in NLHI, among which CVON-eDETECT. E-DETECT aims to detect early evidence of
disease in cardiomyopathy mutation carriers. The focus
is mainly on PLN and PKP2 mutation carries. This is, or
almost has been, an active program with significant and
relevant output.
Other CVON-grants, which are not administratively
coordinated at the NLHI office (i.e. CVON PREDICT
1&2, CVON-ARENA 1,2), are also active in the
cardiogenetic domain and bring together Dutch
research groups form different academic centers.
Arrhythmogenic Cardiomyopathy (ACM)
The national ACM registry is a long term project which
started in 1996 and forms the basis, in collaboration with
the group in Johns Hopkins (Baltimore, ML, USA), for
most of the knowledge obtained in ACM. The foundation
of the registry are patients with Arrhythmogenic Right
Ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). Over the past
many years steady high impact scientific output has
been maintained. In recent years this mutual database
served as the backbone for new risk algorithm scores.
These risk score cards are not in clinical use and help
to determine whether a patient does need a defibrillator
or whether he/she can wait (Figure 17).

Figure 17: The eDETECT consortium has developed a risk
assessment http://www.arvcrisk.com which predicts event-free
survival years of patients with ARVC. The prediction tool is based on
clinical data by combining several ARVC databases, including the
Dutch ACM registry. (Figure from doi.org/10.1093/eurheartj/ehz103)

Figure 18: Postal code maps of the Netherlands with two SCN5a
mutations, showing the regional character of cardiogenetics.
source Neth Heart J (2020) 28 (Suppl 1):S39–S43
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12471-020-01444-8

ERA-CVD
ERA-CVD is an EU-funded project (2017-2021,
DETECTIN-HF) where centers from Germany, France,
Estonia, Poland and the Netherlands (UMCU) joined
forces in order to obtain insight into the role of clinical
and epigenetic riskmarkers in dilated CMP and heart
failure. The consortium has provided output, among
which contributions to high-impact papers led by others,
and formed the basis of additional grants, in particular
for young investigators, that are currently running. The
particular role of the NHI in this consortium is not clear
as it involves only one Dutch centre.
Strategy next 6 years
The cardiogenetic field in the Netherlands will continue
to be a frontrunner and that is, in part, based on the welldefined, deeply phenotyped, patient cohorts. In
particular, the long-standing ACM and PLN cohorts are
and will continue to be at the basis of strong scientific
output. Other large cardiogenetic patient cohorts, based
in individual Academic centers, will also contribute to
this strong position of Cardiogenetics in the
Netherlands.
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Output Cardiogenetics (highlights)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1) Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships
Towbin, Jeffrey A et al. “2019 HRS expert consensus
statement on evaluation, risk stratification, and
management of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy:
Executive summary.” Heart rhythm vol. 16,11 (2019):
e373-e407. doi:10.1016/j.hrthm.2019.09.019
Elliott, Perry M et al. “Definition and treatment of
arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy: an updated expert
panel report.” European journal of heart failure vol.
21,8 (2019): 955-964. doi:10.1002/ejhf.1534
Roudijk, Rob W et al. “Quantitative Approach to
Fragmented QRS in Arrhythmogenic Cardiomyopathy:
From Disease towards Asymptomatic Carriers of
Pathogenic Variants.” Journal of clinical medicine vol.
9,2 545. 17 Feb. 2020, doi:10.3390/jcm9020545
Garnier, Sophie et al. “Genome-wide association
analysis in dilated cardiomyopathy reveals two new
players in systolic heart failure on chromosomes
3p25.1 and 22q11.23.” European heart journal vol.
42,20 (2021): 2000-2011.
doi:10.1093/eurheartj/ehab030
PhD theses:
Helen E Driessen (UMCU): New modalities to monitor
and interfere with cardiac remodeling.
Parbhudayal, Rahana (VUmc) - Unraveling Gene
Variant-Specific Effects In Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy
Iperen, Erik van (AMC) - Genetic risk factors of
cardiovascular disease
NLHI Fellowships
2019 Feyen (UMCU / Stanford, US) - PLN fellowship
2020 Pei (UMCU / University Göttingen, Germany) Impaired Lipid Metabolism in PLN R14del Hearts
2020 Bosman (UMCU / The Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore, US) - Towards safe and efficient family
screening in Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular
Cardiomyopathy
Digital infrastructure
- REDCap databases on PLN cardiomyopathy and
ARVC.
- PLN patient registry/ACM registry
https://www.acmregistry.nl/. Protocols are made
available through https://www.durrercenter.nl/edetect/#
- www.arvcrisk.com: on-line calculator to predict
ventricular arrythmia risk in ARVC patients

-

-

-

-

3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects
CUREPLAN consortium – Doevendans (UMCU, NLHI)
- Leducq foundation 1,2M (6M program)
DETECTIN-HF – Asselbergs (UMCU) – ERA-CVD/NHS
250K
DOLPHIN-GENESIS – van Tintelen (AUMC/UMCU) –
CVON 100K
DOSIS - van Tintelen (AUMC/UMCU) – CVON 175K
e-Detect - van Tintelen (AUMC/UMCU) and Asselbergs
(UMCU) – CVON 1,1M
PLN program - Doevendans (UMCU, NLHI) – PLN
foundation 2,5M
Predict van Tintelen (AUMC/UMCU) – CVON 345K
Scale consortium – Harakalova (UMCU) – ERACVD/NHS 250K
Prizes
Outstanding Achievement Award of the Council of Basic
Cardiovascular Science (CBCS), European Society of
Cardiology (ESC). Dr Remme 2018
R.A. de Boer (UMCG): Joseph Loscalzo Award for best
basic research article in Circulation 2019
KNAW membership Connie Bezzina 2019
4) Res. products for societal target groups: Books,
guidelines, patents
Patent: 2021115 Device for recording a multi-channelECG. P. Doevendans and R. v.d. Zee (Cure-PlaN)
Spin off: HeartEyeBV (2021) on mobile recording of
ECGs. P. Doevendans. (Cure-PlaN)
Patent: EU 20183852.1-1118. Application (Designation
as inventor) Polypeptides forlight induced Ca2+ release
and constructs containing the same. By S. Lehnart.
(Cure-PlaN)
5) Use of res. products by societal target groups:
Collaborations with societal parties, contract research,
use in education, references in public domain
-

Dutch Television: 2DOC documentary september
7, 2020: “Aan het hart”
https://www.2doc.nl/documentaires/series/2doc/2
020/aan-het-hart.html (Peter van Tintelen, Folkert
Asselbergs)
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Congenital Heart Disease
Theme Coordinator Prof. R.J. de Winter (AmsterdamUMC)

Theme introduction
The prevalence of congenital heart disease (CHD)
worldwide is around 8 per 1000 newborns, in the
Netherlands approximately 1400 children with a
congenital heart condition are born each year. Following
the development of better surgical and interventional
techniques, improved medical treatments and
technological advances, more than 90% of patients with
a congenital heart condition survive to adulthood.
Subsequently, the prevalence of adults with CHD now
exceeds the number of children with CHD. It is
estimated that at present, there is a steady number of
25.000 children with CHD and 30.000 adult patients with
CHD, the latter increasing with 5% each year. Firstly,
these demographics result in a steady need for state-ofthe-art pediatric cardiothoracic surgery, percutaneous
interventions and specialized pediatric cardiology care,
and secondly a significant and growing need for
advanced adult congenital cardiothoracic surgery,
interventional techniques and specialized adult
congenital cardiac care. New ESC guidelines have
been
published
in
2020
with
up-to-date
recommendations for the management of adult patients
with CHD. In addition, the ESC Working Group on
Grown-up Congenital Heart Disease published a
position paper on recommendations for organization of
care and training in the subspecialty of ACHD in Europe.

CORvitia in Adults". Adult patients with congenital heart
disease are invited to provide written informed consent
when they are diagnosed. Pediatric patients are
participating in KINCOR, and invited when they reach
adulthood. KINCOR and CONCOR will be participating
in the Netherlands Heart Registration as per 2020. At
present, over 18.000 patients with ACHD have been
identified and entered into the registry. The current
CONCOR program includes studies with Tetralogy of
Fallot patients, NOAC in ACHD as an alternative to
VKA, risk assessment and outcomes in ACHD,
pulmonary hypertension and medical treatment in
ACHD, and peri-operative effects of bosentan in ACHD.

Figure 19: Most included patients have ventricular or atrial septal
defects, but a whole range of diagnoses are included in the CONCOR
registry. (Figure from www.concor.net)

In the upcoming years, within the OUTREACH program,
data collection will be integrated in the NHR registry
infrastructure, together with KINCOR and CONHC. In
addition, more basic and translational studies are
embedded within the cardiomyopathies program of the
Amsterdam Cardiovascular Sciences institute ( single
myocyte systems, PAH, Marfan) and “Parelsnoer”.

Accomplishments past 5 years

COBRA AND OUTREACH

Organization of Care and collaboration

Within the COBRA consortium, cardiac regenerative
capacity, response to stress and development of heart
failure have been studied in animal models and patients
with ACHD. Transcription factors, growth factors and
biomarkers were identified and differences and
similarities between zebrafish and mammalian hearts
have been studied. Within the clinical work package,
responses to stress, exercise and atrial and ventricular
energy dynamics were studied in Fontan and Tetralogy
of Fallot patients, resulting in a low-dose dobutamine
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) protocol as
an early marker for outcomes in these patients.
Although present in animal models, gender
differences in ACHD patients were not (yet) apparent.
In the coming years, COBRA will be continued through
the recent granting by the DHF and foundation
Hartekind of the application for the OUTREACH
consortium. This consortium will build on much of the
ideas and work in the Cobra3 consortium and is part of
the research agenda of the parents of children with
congenital heart disease. OUTREACH will closely
collaborate with parent and patient organizations as
partners in this consortium, aiming to build sustainable
patient information and support platforms as part of
regular care for congenital heart disease patients
nationwide.

In the Netherlands, care for adult patients with Adult
Congenital Heart Disease (ACHD) is organized in
specialized Academic centers where patients with
moderate and severe ACHD conditions are seen.
Shared care is provided with referring centers for
patients with mild ACHD conditions. For the scientific
study of rare ACHD conditions, extensive collaboration
between the ACHD centers has been of paramount
importance and a long standing tradition. Depending on
the diagnosis, in order to achieve adequate patient
numbers for studies, teaming up has been essential
together with international collaborations. The aim of the
NLHI to promote cooperation between the cardiology
departments of all university hospitals in the
Netherlands has been a perfect fit for ACHD.
Collaboration in the CONCOR registry, COBRA studies,
ZAHARA studies and the current OUTREACH program
are excellent examples.
CONCOR registry
CONCOR was founded in 2002 as a national endeavor
and all centers (including 8 academic centers) in the
Netherlands involved in care for patients with Adult
Congenital Heart Disease (ACHD) are collaborating in
the CONCOR consortium; "registration of CONgenital
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Figure 20: Response to dobutamine-stress CMR in patients with a
Fontan circulation can be a predictor of event-free survival. Patients
who developed an event during the ten-year follow-up, displayed a
lower increase in ejection fraction during dobutamine-induced stress
(functional reserve [FR]), compared with the nonevent group. The
event-free survival was better for the patients in the highest quartile of
FR. (Figure from doi: 10.1016/j.jcmg.2018.07.025)

Artificial Intelligence and mHealth
The hypothesis was that both congenital heart disease
(GUCH) patients and medical professionals would start
using mHealth to improve patient outcomes and reduce
health care utilization, including emergency visits and
hospital admissions. Through our study patients and
health care professionals started using mHealth in daily
life and practice. Patients were very positive about the
use of mHealth and really appreciated the remote care
and reassurance. Health care provides the ability to
monitor these patients at the comforts of their home and
that they could deliver care to patients being at home.
Results showed a trend towards less healthcare
utilization by GUCH patients.
RACER
A retrospective cohort study from ErasmusMC-Sophia
KZH, LUMC, UMCU, UMCG and RadboudUMC to
develop reference values for children undergoing
Cardio Pulmonary Exercise Testing. Results have been
presented, scientific publication is in preparation

Figure 21: Cardiomyocytes in the border zone (BZ) of ischemic hearts
show a reduced interaction with MEF-2, and switch to AP-1/c-Jun
signaling after injury. This suggests that adult cardiomyocytes do
dedifferentiate after myocardial infarction, although this switch is not
sufficient for cardiomyocyte renewal (and myocardial wall repair) after
injury. (Figure from: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.038944)

ZAHARA
Premature birth and miscarriage is common among
women with ACHD. Within the ZAHARA3 study, noninvasive imaging during pregnancy and biobanking will
allow risk profiling and adaptation of protocol for
pregnancy guidance. Eventually, prevention of
premature birth is the aim of this study.
Strategy next 6 years, viability
Several multicenter projects are envisioned: - Systemic
Right Ventricle Long-term Outcome (SINCERE): a
multicenter study / - Congenital aortic stenosis in adults:
a multicenter study (CASIA) / CON64: "Comprehensive
long-term follow-up of adults with prior arterial switch
operation” / Transposition of the great arteries, longterm FU. Future organization of care for patients with
CHD is the subject of the Bartelds advisory committee
that will report to the department of health second
quarter 2021.
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Output Congenital Heart Disease (highlights)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1. Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships
Pieper, Petronella G et al. “Uteroplacental blood flow,
cardiac function, and pregnancy outcome in women
with congenital heart disease.” Circulation vol. 128,23
(2013):
2478-87.
doi:10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.113.002810
Kampman, Marlies A M et al. “N-terminal pro-B-type
natriuretic
peptide
predicts
cardiovascular
complications in pregnant women with congenital heart
disease.” European heart journal vol. 35,11 (2014): 70815. doi:10.1093/eurheartj/eht526
van Duijvenboden, Karel et al. “Conserved NPPB+
Border Zone Switches From MEF2- to AP-1-Driven
Gene Program.” Circulation vol. 140,10 (2019): 864879. doi:10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.038944
Heida, Karst Y et al. “Cardiovascular biochemical risk
factors among women with spontaneous preterm
delivery.” International journal of gynaecology and
obstetrics: the official organ of the International
Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics vol. 141,2
(2018): 206-211. doi:10.1002/ijgo.12423
Fernando, Febilla et al. “In silico analysis of the Mus
musculus uterine gene expression landscape during
pregnancy identifies putative upstream regulators for
labour.” PloS one vol. 13,9 e0204236. 20 Sep. 2018,
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0204236
PhD-theses:
Blok, Ilja (AUMC) - Congenital heart disease and
pulmonary arterial hypertension. End of an era?
Kuijpers, Joey (AUMC) - Contemporary prognosis of
adult congenital heart disease
Bokma, Jouke (AUMC) - Clinical challenges late after
correction of tetralogy of Fallot
Kamphuis, Vivian (LUMC) - Multidimensional evaluation
of cardiac hemodynamics and electrophysiology in
patients with congenital and acquired heart disease
Yang,
Hayang
(AUMC)
Prevention
of
thromboembolism in adults with congenital heart
disease
Bosch, Eva van den (EMC) - Long-term Follow-up in
Cyanotic Congenital Heart Disease
Kauw, Dirkjan (AUMC) - eHealth in adults with
congenital heart disease: Current and future
perspectives
Heuvel, Lieke van den (UMCU) - Informing relatives at
risk of inherited (cardiac) conditions: On our way
towards the best approach

-

NLHI Fellowships
2019 Deutekom (EMC / John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford,
UK) – Cardiac health after early-life insults. Defining the
effects of maternal obesity and preterm birth on
cardiovascular health of children

-

Digital Infra
Gene expression data available at GenBank.

-

2) Use of res. products by peers: Reviews, citations
Stress imaging as risk assessment tool in ConHD

-

3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects
COBRA3 consortium – Helbing (EMC) Christoffels
(AUMC) Bakkers (Hubrecht) – CVON 1,5M
Concor studies – Mulder, Bouma, de Winter (AUMC,
NLHI) – private funding
Outreach consortium – Helbing (EMC) Christoffels
(AUMC) Blom (LUMC) – DCVA-Hartekind 3M
Zahara3 study – Ris-Stalpers (AUMC) – ZonMW 675K
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Heart-organ axis
Theme Coordinators Prof. D.J. Duncker (Erasmus MC Rotterdam) en
Prof. M.J. Goumans (LUMC, Leiden)

Theme introduction
With increase of age, organ function deteriorates and
worsening of one organ often influences the function of
others by secreting factors into the circulation causing
failing another organ at a distance, the inter organ
communication. Life expectancy is predicted to continue
to increase in developed countries. This gain in
longevity is associated with an increased percentage of
women, and increasing health problems among which
are heart failure, cognitive decline, and diabetes.
Therefore, it is important to identify biomarkers to
predict disease progression and develop new treatment
options for the heart and/or the organ at a distance to
prevent heart failure.

Accomplishments past 5 years
Within the NLHI, two heart-organ interactions have
been studied, the cardiac kidney connection
(RECONNECT) and the heart brain connection (HBC)
have been explored within this theme.
The RECONNECT consortium has shown that
CKD, even in mild stages, leads to metabolic and
systemic derangements that activate a systemic
inflammatory state, leading to cardiomyocyte stiffening,
hypertrophy and interstitial fibrosis via cross-talk
between the microvascular and cardiomyocyte
compartments. While establishing a translational
pipeline for discovery and evaluation, RECONNECT
has provided fundamental knowledge on the connection
between renal dysfunction and the microvasculature
and HFpEF.
Systematic assessment of the renal drivers of
HFpEF onset and progression, and their effects on the
inflammatory, microvascular and cardiac compartments
is mandatory to deepen our understanding of relevant
pathways. Therefore RECONNEXT (follow-up of
RECONNECT) aims to translate the pathways identified
in RECONNECT into therapeutic interventions, and to
integrate the novel biomarkers in prognostic algorithms.
RECONNEXT will pursue the newly identified targets in
animal studies and/or mechanistic clinical studies for
their therapeutic potential, with a focus on systemic
inflammation, coronary microvascular dysfunction, and
myocardial stiffening.

Figure 22: The development of HFpEF in patients with CKD is thought
to involve a combination of renal factors (blue box), coronary
microvasculature (green box) and myocardial changes (red box).
Several of these factors found in the RECONNECT consortium will be
investigated as therapeutic targets in the RECONNEXT consortium.

The Heart-Brain connection (HBC) research has
concluded that 25-33% of dementia cases could
potentially be prevented through optimal treatment or
prevention of cardiovascular risk factors and diseases.
These results show the potential for the prevention and
modification of dementia by management of
cardiovascular risk factors and diseases.

Figure 23: Patients with heart failure and carotid occlusive disease
showed cognitive impairment not found in the (adjusted) reference
group. (Figure from doi: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.119.026031)

HBCx (HBC follow-up) aims to improve patient care and
outcomes, by using a standardized diagnostic heartbrain work-up (developed in HBC) with the emphasis on
early disease detection and targeted treatment
strategies and to evaluate clinical utility of these HeartBrain Clinics using a before and after implementation
study design.
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-

Output Heart-organ axis (highlights)

-

-

-

-

1) Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships
Verkaik, Melissa et al. “FGF23 impairs peripheral
microvascular function in renal failure.” American
journal of physiology. Heart and circulatory physiology
vol.
315,5
(2018):
H1414-H1424.
doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00272.2018
Brandt, Maarten M et al. “Limited synergy of obesity and
hypertension, prevalent risk factors in onset and
progression of heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction.” Journal of cellular and molecular medicine vol.
23,10 (2019): 6666-6678. doi:10.1111/jcmm.14542
Hooghiemstra A, M, Bertens A, S, Leeuwis A, E, Bron
E, E, Bots M, L, Brunner-La Rocca H, -P, de Craen A,
J, M, van der Geest R, J, Greving J, P, Kappelle L, J,
Niessen W, J, van Oostenbrugge R, J, van Osch M, J,
P, de Roos A, van Rossum A, C, Biessels G, J, van
Buchem M, A, Daemen M, J, A, P, van der Flier W, M:
The Missing Link in the Pathophysiology of Vascular
Cognitive Impairment: Design of the Heart-Brain Study.
Cerebrovasc
Dis
Extra
2017;7:140-152.
doi:
10.1159/000480738
PhD-theses:
Louzao Martinez, Laura (UMCU) - The extracellular
matrix and angiogenesis, two aspects that define
cardiovascular health and disease
Databases:
HBC-1 database, ExCersion database,
database, Rotterdam study database

-

-

-

-

-

7T

-

-

-

-

-

MR

2) Use of res. products by peers: Reviews, citations
A spin-off of the project Heart Brain Connection, two
startup companies were initiated:
 Quantib BV: Software developed is used to process
brain MRI data (tissue and white matter
hyperintensity segmentation).
 MEDIS BV: software developed is used to process
cardiovascular MRI.
In HBC1 a platform for reproducible and traceable
analysis of large-scale imaging data was successfully
developed.
3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects:
Heart-brain connection (HBC) – Daemen (AUMC), van
Buchem (LUMC) Biessels (UMCU) – CVON
coordination (5M program)
HBC crossroads (HBCx) - Daemen (AUMC) and
Biessels (UMCU) – DCVA coordination 160K (3M
program)
Reconnect – Duncker (EMC) and Verhaar (UMCU) –
CVON 175K (5M program)

-

-

-

-

-

Reconnext - Duncker (EMC) and Verhaar (UMCU) –
DCVA 3M program
Prizes:
Nomination Young Outstanding Researcher award,
Alzheimer
Nederland
Esther
Bron.
https://www.alzheimer-nederland.nl/talentprijs.
PhD award Annebet Leeuwis:
https://www.alzheimercentrum.nl/annebet-leeuwiswint-award-voor- proefschrift/
Netherlands eScience Center Young eScientist Award
2018 Esther Bron:
https://www.esciencecenter.nl/news/the-winner-of-theyoung-escientist-award-2018-is
4) Res. products for societal target groups: Books,
guidelines, patents
Book: Coronary microvascular dysfunction in
cardiovascular disease: lessons from large animal
models. Sorop O, van de Wouw J, Merkus D, Duncker
DJ. Springer, in press
Patents:
Patent: “Methods and Kits for prediction of outcome of
a patient suffering from HFpEF). In collaboration with
CHU Nancy, France (P.Rossignol, F. Zannad and WJ
Paulus)
Patent:
International
Patent
Application
No.
PCT/NL2017/050254: “Means and methods for treating
diastolic dysfunction in a subject” (WJ Paulus)
5) Use of res. products by societal target groups:
Collaborations with societal parties, contract research,
use in education, references in public domain
The HBCx consortium is setting up heart-brain clinics
for frail patients with cognitive impairment, where heart
and brain specialists come together for a joint treatment
of the patients.
Van Buchem on national television in “Nieuwsuur
(September 2015)
Van der Flier in television commercial Alzheimer
Nederland (October 2018):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qb3f5rWYFkY
Van der Flier in television program “Herinneringen voor
het leven” (NPO 3-10-2018).
https://www.npostart.nl/
Van der Flier in television program “Geef om je
hersenen” (Omroep MAX 6-12-2017, again in 27-32019)
https://www.maxvandaag.nl/programmas/tv/geef-omje-hersenen/geef-om-je-hersenen2017/POW_03569037/
Hooghiemstra interviewed by Skipr on e-Health (Skipr
12-12-2018) https://www.youtube.com/
Daemen and Biessels interviewed by “De cardioloog”
https://decardioloog.nl/
Daemen and Biessels interviewed by “Plus Online”
https://www.plusonline.nl/hart-en-vaatziekten/eenhartziekte-komt-zelden-alleen
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Heart Failure
Theme Coordinator: Prof. S. Heymans (UMC Maastricht)

Theme introduction
Heart failure (HF) is a global pandemic affecting at least
26 million people worldwide and is increasing in
prevalence. HF health expenditures are considerable
and will increase dramatically with an ageing
population. Even though the incidence of HF is stable,
the prevalence is going to rise not only because of the
ageing population, but also due to improvements in
treatment. This will cause further increases in
hospitalization rates and, consequently, in health care
costs. HF is a common disease not only in Europe and
the US, but worldwide.
Heart failure (HF) is a complex clinical
syndrome characterized by the reduced ability of the
heart to pump and/or fill with blood. From a physiological
point of view, HF can be defined as an inadequate
cardiac output to meet metabolic demands or adequate
cardiac
output
secondary
to
compensatory
neurohormonal activation (generally manifesting as
increased left ventricular filling pressure). HF has
recently been classified into three subtypes, namely HF
with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), HF with
preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and HF mid-range
ejection fraction (HFmrEF), according to the ejection
fraction, natriuretic peptide levels and the presence of
structural heart disease and diastolic dysfunction.
Mission, aims and strategy - The primary
mission of NLHI in this theme is to improve HF (early)
diagnosis and treatment, and as such reduce its
morbidity and mortality. Different projects aimed to
better understand its pathophysiology, and investigated
how to develop new, excellent strategies for its
prevention, diagnosis and cure. NLHI does so by
promoting cooperation between the cardiology research
and clinical departments of the different university
hospitals in the Netherlands, and by stimulating and
coaching talented cardiovascular researchers involved
in the different projects.
What has been done so far - The NLHI has
been housing and coordinating different national and
international projects. A variety of projects have been
housed at the NLHI, including some of the Dutch Heart
Foundation (e.g., Biomarcs of prof. E. Boersma),
combined national NWO and DHF (e.g., CVON
Consortium 2011 HUSTCARE of Prof. P. Doevendans),
as well as international ones (e.g., Leducq
SHAPEHEART Network, with Amsterdam involved,
including Prof. J. de Bakker). Some NLHI funded
projects have also been included, e.g., the project of
Prof. J. Sluijter, Utrecht, on “give the heart energy”,
among many others.
In addition, NLHI has been supportive in setting
up the new concept of cooperative, innovative research

consortia, CVON-projects, and their content wise and
financial management once granted. Closely related to
these national and international research projects, NLHI
organized small (up to 30 participants) scientific
meetings/brainstorms on topics such as cardiac
regeneration,
cardiomyopathies,
database
management and biobanking, aimed at networking and
knowledge exchange.
Finally, this theme is closely related to
Hartenbank, the Durrer Center, and Gencor. Aiming at
coordination of biobanking and database management
on HF topics, such as: sudden cardiac death, ischemic
and non-ischemic cardiomyopathies, and genetic
mutations. As such, people may have access to clinical
data and biobanks to support their research.

Accomplishments past 5 years
Some projects studied early biomarkers of cardiac
diseases, to identify vulnerable episodes in the lifetime
of patients with cardiovascular disease during which the
risk of prevalent heart failure is increased. Others
investigated pathophysiological mechanisms, such as
mitophagy, immune checkpoints (and its inhibitors),
cardiomyocyte regeneration/proliferation, and secreted
vesicles in heart failure development. Overall, the
projects have been successful in terms of publications
and many have found additional funding to continue
their research. As the majority of the -more heavily
funded- projects are from external national (Netherlands
Heart Foundation, NWO, CVON) or international
(Leducq, FP7, Horizon 2020) origin, the quality of the
projects and its outcome have been evaluated by
external, independent, instances.

Figure 24: Within the HUSTCARE consortium, an algorithm was
developed to make it possible to measure cardiomyocyte and muscle
contraction. This was turned into an open-source tool for researchers
to analyze contraction, velocity or voltage of cells in vitro by making
short high-speed movies. The tool can be used for several biological
situations as shown in the figure. (Figure from doi:
10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.117.312067)
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Output Heart Failure (highlights)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1) Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships
Benschop L, Schalekamp-Timmermans S, BroereBrown ZA, Roeters van Lennep JE, Jaddoe VWV,
Roos- Hesselink JW, Ikram MK, Steegers EAP, Roberts
JM, Gandley RE. Placental Growth Factor as an
Indicator of Maternal Cardiovascular Risk After
Pregnancy. Circulation. 2019 Apr 2;139(14):1698-1709.
10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.118.036632
Sala, Luca et al. “MUSCLEMOTION: A Versatile Open
Software Tool to Quantify Cardiomyocyte and Cardiac
Muscle Contraction In Vitro and In Vivo.” Circulation
research
vol.
122,3
(2018):
e5-e16.
doi:10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.117.312067
Chamuleau, Steven A J et al. “Translational Research
in Cardiovascular Repair: A Call for a Paradigm Shift.”
Circulation research vol. 122,2 (2018): 310-318.
doi:10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.117.311565
PhD-theses
Tseng, Cheyenne (UMCU) - Towards advanced therapy
guidance in the failing heart
Baart, Sara (EMC) - Predicting Clinical Outcomes in
Cardiovascular
Diseases:
methodological
advancements and applications
Benschop, Laura (EMC) - Cardiovascular Health in
Pregnancy and Beyond
Dam, Veerle (UMCU) - "This is a man's world..." Cardiovascular disease in women: female-specific risk
factors and risk prediction
Brouwers, Laura (UMCU) - Failing the stress test: Spiral
artery pathology in pregnancy and the interplay with
maternal cardiovascular health
Scheres, Luuk (AUMC) - Sex, Hormones & Clots: sexspecific mechanisms and women-specific models for
risk assessment & management in thrombosis
Lagerweij, Giske (UMCU) - Quantification of the impact
of prediction models: model first, trial later
Man, Joyce (AUMC) - Functionally dissecting the
regulatory genome of paralogous cardiac gene clusters
Vanhooydonck - van den Hoogen, Patricia (UMCU) Inflammation in Heart Failure: Is our immune response
failing our heart?
NLHI Fellowships
2017 Van Wijk (MUMC) - Biomarkers unravelling the
‘Venus’ of Heart Failure. Biomarker applications
towards Precision Medicine in Heart Failure with
Preserved Ejection Fraction
2017 Dierickx (Hubrecht and UMCU / Penn Institute for
Diabetes, Obesity, and Metabolism, Philadelphia, US) REV-ERBα in cardiometabolism and heart failure
2018 Meijers (UMCG / Vanderbilt University, US) Mechanisms of immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI)associated myocarditis (in ánd outside the heart)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2019 Kessler (UMCU / Charité Universitätsmedizin
Berlin, Germany) – Sex differences in heart failure
comorbidity-mediated macrophage differentiation: a
study in female and male iPSC derived monocytes
2020 Voorneveld (EMC / Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway) Cardiovascular Vector Flow Imaging - Accelerating the
translation of vector flow imaging to the clinic through
use of high frame rate ultrasound and contrast agents
2) Use of res. products by peers: Reviews, citations.
In the project Mrl Guided RegenerAtive ThErapy the
CARTBox software for treatment planning and image
guided cardiac interventions initially used in the migrate
experiments to show the benefit of MRI to guide
interventions was CE certified.
In the Project CREW a Health and economic simulation
model was developed for long-term impact assessment
of early preventive strategies for CVD. The individual
patient-level simulation model was developed in R by
Giske Lagerweij.
3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects:
Biomarcs – Boersma (EMC) – NHS 500K
Cardio-onco study – Cramer (UMCU) – private funds
385K
Cardio-onco prospective database – Zijlstra and
Manintveld (EMC) - NLHI cooperation 70K
CREW consortium – Boersma (EMC) and Fauser
(UMCU) – NHS-UMC’s 2,3M
Dutch-AMR – Chamuleau (UMCU, now AUMC) –
UMCU-ZonMW
Endocor – Chamuleau (AUMC)
Hustcare consortium – Doevendans (UMCU, NLHI) –
CVON 5M program
Inflame study – Juffermans (AUMC) – NLHI stimulation
120K
Migrate - Chamuleau (UMCU, now AUMC) –
Health~Holland-NHS 500K
Queen of Hearts – den Ruijter and Pasterkamp (UMCU)
– NHS 2,8M
Shapeheart – Coronel (AUMC) – Leducq foundation
300K (6M program)
5. Use of res. products by societal target groups:
Collaborations with societal parties, contract research,
use in education, references in public domain
Highlighted engineered 3D Cardiac Fibrotic Tissue to
Study Fibrotic Remodeling on news website Advanced
Science
News.
http://www.advancedsciencenews.com/cover-artfeaturing-cancer-therapyangiogenesis-tissueengineering/, June 2017, Sluijter
http://hartspierziektepln.nl/van-een-idee-tot-eenbehandelmethode/ , Sluijter
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-

-

Highlighted paper entitled "Melt electrospinning writing
of
poly-hydroxymethylglycolide-co-ε-caprolactonebased scaffolds for cardiac tissue engineering" on news
website
Advanced
Science
News,
Sluijter
http://www.advancedsciencenews.com/cover-artfeaturing-dna-origami-cardiacscaffolds-stem-cells/
Radio BNR beter, Monday 26th Februari 2017, Sluijter
Interview Volkskrant Organs on a chip, March 2016
Interview Medisch Contact Organs on a Chip, March
2016
BioNieuws: Commentary Crispr/CAS May 2016
Publication Telegraaf 13th June 2015: Organ printing
Stem Cells: Scientific Fact and Fiction: lay guide to stem
cells, 2nd edition 2014, Elsevier
Article: Stamcel voor hart wordt volwassen (2012)
Articles in Know How, Medisch Contact, Biotechniek
(award for best paper): human stem cells for cardiac
disease modeling and heart repair (Passier)
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Ischemic heart disease

Accomplishments past 5 years

Theme Coordinator Prof. H. Boersma (ErasmusMC, Rotterdam)

a) Basic research - lnflammation is the main driver of
atherosclerosis and a determinant of subsequent
complications. The inflammatory process has therefore
become a key target in early and advanced disease
detection and in drug development. There is, however,
a lack of sensitive and practical imaging techniques that
can detect the biological effects of these therapeutic
interventions, in particular over time. The NLHI provided
a grant (45k€) to the young talented Postdoc Ayla
Hoogendoorn to pioneer a) invasive 3D-printed
multimodality
fluorescence-optical
coherence
tomography (OCT) and b) non-invasive molecular 18FNaF
positron-emission
tomography/computed
tomography (PET/CT) imaging to improve the insight in
the molecular processes of atherosclerosis.
Understanding persistent chest pain symptoms
in subjects in whom obstructive CHD has been
excluded is a major challenge in contemporary
cardiology. This phenomenon, known as Ischemia with
Non-Obstructed Coronary Arteries (INOCA), is more
common among women than men. Most likely, the
anginal symptoms in these subjects are caused by
either microvascular dysfunction (MVD) or vasospasm.
The NLHI-supported MICORDIS project (390k€) aims to
study the performance of non-invasive diagnostic tools
to identify the cause of INOCA, including cardiac
magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging and a contrastechocardiography protocol that consists of a series of
images under resting condition, during exercise and
after insulin-stimulation.

Theme introduction
In the past decades, significant improvements have
been achieved in the management and outcome of
patients with ischemic heart disease (IHD). For
example, in the period 1990-2016, annual standardized
coronary heart disease (CHD) mortality in high-income
countries has >50% decreased from ~280 to ~130 per
100k. [Amini M, et al. BMC Public Health 2021;21:401]
Despite these developments, CHD still is a major cause
of the loss of healthy-life-years worldwide. For example,
in 2020 in The Netherlands, 67,000 patients were
admitted for IHD, whereas the number of fatal IHD
events
was
as
high
as
8,200
[https://www.hartstichting.nl/hart-en-vaatziekten/feitenen-cijfers-hart-en-vaatziekten]. Also, expenditure on
care for CHD patients is in the top ten most expensive
diseases, and amounted € 2.3B in 2017 in The
Netherlands.
For three main reasons, the impact of IHD/CHD
on individuals and society might increase in the
decades ahead. First, improved survival of acute
events, such as a myocardial infarction, results in an
increasing number of patients with chronic CHD, who
continue to be at risk of recurrent events. Second, this
process is amplified by the ageing of the general
population. Third, a growing group of (asymptomatic)
individuals are at risk of CHD due to an increasing
prevalence of mediating conditions such as abdominal
obesity,
dyslipidemia,
insulin
resistance
and
hypertension.[3]
In order to reduce the burden of IHD/CHD, it is crucial
to develop and install appropriate preventive and
therapeutic measures. Current prevention programs
aim to identify high-risk populations on the basis of
traditional atherosclerotic risk factors, and to reduce risk
through modification of these factors on population
level. The NLHI and its collaborative partners have
recognised that the effectiveness of these IHD/CHD
prevention programs might be improved by
implementation of knowledge on the dynamic
pathophysiology of CHD, by focus on target
populations, or, even better, by focus on individuals
rather than on populations. In agreement with this
vision, The NLHI has successfully promoted basic
research to further unravel the pathophysiology of CHD
(MICORDIS), observational research to understand the
epidemiology of CHD (progression) in relation to its
determinants (Pearl Ischemic Heart Disease, IMPRESS
and pERSUASIVE), as well as interventional trials to
evaluate the effectiveness and safety of CHD treatment
(COACT and LoDoCo-2).

b) Observational research - There is a wealth of
evidence that the epidemiology, genesis and
progression of CHD are sex-specific.[4] Symptoms,
including the expression of ‘chest discomfort’, may
therefore differ between women and men. For example,
women with CHD report symptoms that coincide with
menopausal complaints, and, more often than men,
express feelings of exhaustion, tiredness and
depression. Sex differences in symptom presentation
complicate triage by general practitioners (GPs), who
mainly have to rely on the individual’s narrative and
simple physical findings to decide on referral to the
cardiologist. This situation leads to under-recognition of
CHD, which appears more likely in (younger) women.[5]
By exploring existing databases, the IMPRESS
consortium (3M€), involving 5 NLHI academic
cardiology departments (among other partners), aims to
improve triage of women and men presenting to the GP
with ‘chest discomfort’, with the ultimate goal to
adequately and timely diagnose or rule out CHD.
A second aim of IMPRESS is to improve the diagnostic
work-up of INOCA patients. By conducting prospective
observational studies, the IMPRESS investigators will
develop and validate a decision support tool to rule out
MVD/vasospasm in these patients.
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Heart failure is one of the long-term
complications of myocardial infarction. The NLHIfunded (170k€) “Pearl Ischemic Heart Disease” (7 NLHI
academic cardiology departments collaborate) is
designed to gain insight into the (sub)clinical pathway
from myocardial ischemia and infarction, through left
ventricular dysfunction to heart failure and death. The
Pearl IHD therefore includes patients hospitalized for
acute coronary syndromes (ACS) or heart failure. The
Pearl IHD is embedded in a string-of-pearls, and within
this framework body materials (venous blood) and
clinical data are collected, stored and managed in
biobanks. These biobanks work according to specific
rules and standards. DNA material of the Pearl IHD is
stored in the NLHI-funded Durrer center.
Ischemic heart disease is a notorious
complicating factor in patients undergoing non-cardiac
surgery. Depending on the number of IHD/CHD risk
factors, the type of surgery and the duration of
anesthesia, the incidence of perioperative myocardial
infarction or myocardial injury might be as high as
19%.[6] In a public-private collaboration stimulated by
NLHI, the pERSUASIVE (947k€) investigators aim to
develop a blood biomarker to identify the identification
of high-risk patients, potentially leading to preventive
measures. At midterm, the investigators have reported
that they were able to identify two plasma Extracellular
Vesicle (EV) subfractions that have high discriminatory
power (AUC 0.87) to identify subjects with Chronic
Coronary Syndromes (CCS) in a series of 500 women
with chest pain. These promising results are currently
further studied in men, and will be validated in a larger
cohort (N=3300) of chest pain patients.
c) Interventional research - Ischemic heart disease is
the most frequent cause of cardiac arrest. If STelevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) is the cause of
the arrest, immediate percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) might salvage myocardium, improve
circulatory function, and prevent the recurrence of lifethreatening arrhythmias. The Coronary Angiography
after Cardiac Arrest (COACT) trial, which was partly
funded by NLHI (50k€), was designed to study the
effectiveness of immediate coronary angiography in the
absence of STEMI. The COACT investigators found
that such strategy did not reduce mortality or other
clinical endpoints as compared to a strategy of delayed
angiography. The COACT findings, which are reported
in the New England Journal of Medicine
(2019;380:1397-407), are highly relevant for clinical
practices worldwide.
The possibility that anti-inflammatory therapy may
improve cardiovascular outcomes was demonstrated in
the landmark ‘proof of concept’ CANTOS placebocontrolled trial of canakunimab, a selective interleukin1β inhibitor. Stimulated by CANTOS, and partly funded
by NLHI (66k€), the LoDoCo2 investigators conducted

Figure 25: In the pERSUASIVE consortium, research showed protein
levels in plasma of multiple biomarkers in extracellular vesicles differ
upon induction of ischemia. Interestingly, a subanalysis showed that
this is only found in women, but not in men, emphasizing the need for
sex-specific diagnostic tools.

a placebo-controlled trial of colchicine, an antiinflammatory drug with broad cellular effects. In the
target population of patients with established CHD,
colchicine appeared related with an important reduction
in adverse cardiovascular events during ~2 year followup. Results were presented at the (online) ESC annual
scientific sessions 2020 and published in the New
England Journal of Medicine (2020;383:1838-47).
LoDoCo2 is a great example of collaborative
cardiovascular research in The Netherlands, as it
involved the NLHI, the Netherlands Society of
Cardiology, the Werkgroep Cardiologische centra
Nederland, whereas funding was obtained from the
Netherlands Heart Foundation, the Netherlands
Organization for Health Research and Development
and private partners.

Figure 26: Cumulative incidence of cardiovascular events
(cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke, or
ischemia-driven coronary revascularization) is lower in coronary heart
disease patients that have been treated with the anti-inflammatory
drug Colcigine, compared to the placebo group. Figure from doi:
10.1056/NEJMoa2021372
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Output Ischemic heart disease (highlights)
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1) Research products for peers: Articles, books, PhDtheses, digital infra, fellowships.
Schnitzler, Johan G et al. “Atherogenic Lipoprotein(a)
Increases Vascular Glycolysis, Thereby Facilitating
Inflammation and Leukocyte Extravasation.” Circulation
research vol. 126,10 (2020): 1346-1359.
doi:10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.119.316206
Waissi, Farahnaz et al. “Response by Waissi et al
Regarding Article, "Elevated Lp(a) (Lipoprotein[a])
Levels Increase Risk of 30-Day Major Adverse
Cardiovascular Events in Patients Following Carotid
Endarterectomy".” Stroke vol. 52,2 (2021): e66-e67.
doi:10.1161/STROKEAHA.120.033240
Hartman, Robin J G et al. “Sex-Stratified Gene
Regulatory Networks Reveal Female Key Driver Genes
of Atherosclerosis Involved in Smooth Muscle Cell
Phenotype Switching.” Circulation vol. 143,7 (2021):
713-726.
doi:10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.051231
Lemkes, Jorrit S et al. “Coronary Angiography after
Cardiac Arrest without ST-Segment Elevation.” The
New England journal of medicine vol. 380,15 (2019):
1397-1407. doi:10.1056/NEJMoa1816897
Lemkes, Jorrit S et al. “Coronary Angiography After
Cardiac Arrest Without ST Segment Elevation: OneYear Outcomes of the COACT Randomized Clinical
Trial.” JAMA cardiology vol. 5,12 (2020): 1358-1365.
doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2020.3670
Spoormans, Eva M et al. “Sex differences in patients
with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest without ST-segment
elevation: A COACT trial substudy.” Resuscitation vol.
158 (2021): 14-22.
doi:10.1016/j.resuscitation.2020.10.026
PhD-theses
Daan, Nadine (UMCU) - Women’s health implications of
ovulatory dysfunction
Horst, Ellis ter (AUMC) - Clinical and Experimental
observations on the inflammatory response following a
myocardial infarction
Braber, Thijs (UMCU) - Cardiac CT in middle-aged
athletes
Zoet, Gerbrand (UMCU) - Beyond pregnancy:
development of cardiovascular disease
after
preeclampsia
Biesbroek, Stefan (AUMC) - Inflammation and
Cardiovascular Disease Evaluation by CMR and
Histology

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Vroegindewey, Maxime (EMC) - The Prognostic Value
of Coronary Imaging and Biomarkers in Ischemic Heart
Disease
Buljubašić, Nermina (EMC) - Dynamic Aspects of
Associations in Coronary Artery Disease: From
Intracoronary Imaging to Blood Biomarkers
Gunning, Marlise (UMCU) - Cardiometabolic
Implications for Pregnancy, Offspring and Later Life
Health
NLHI Fellowships
2016 De Waard (AUMC-VUmc / Imperial College
London, UK) – Ideal studies: 1) lnfluence of
Hemodynamic Variability on iFR measurement, 2)
Hyperemic Microvascular Resistance During the WaveFree Period
2018 Hoogendoorn (EMC / South Australian Health and
Medical Research lnstitute, Australia) - Molecular
imaging of experimental and human atherosclerosis
3) Marks of recognition from peers: Grants, prizes,
memberships
Grants and projects:
AI project – Schuuring (AUMC) - AUMC 194K
COACT Trial – van Royen (AUMC, now Radboud UMC)
NLHI 50K
Gender study – Appelman (AUMC) and Boersma
(EMC) – NHS 80K
IHZ pearl - Boersma (EMC) – KNAW 320K
Impress consortium– den Ruijter (UMCU) and Boersma
(EMC) – DCVA 3M
KNAW Strategyfund for Cardiovascular databanks and
biomarkers – de Kleijn (UMCU)
Lodoco studies – Mosterd (WCN)
Micordis study – Appelman (AUMC) – NHS-AUMC
200K
pERSUASIVE – de Kleijn (UMCU) – NHS-ZonMW 1M
Prizes
Prof H den Ruijter: Funding via rowing team Atlantic
Dutchesses: 2020 Talisker Whiskey Atlantic
Dutchesses (https://vriendenumcutrechtwkz.nl/nieuwsbericht/atlanticdutchesses/)
Agnites Vrolikprijs UU 2019
(https://www.uu.nl/nieuws/agnites-vrolikprijs-vooronderzoek-naar-hart-en-vaatziekten-bij-vrouwen)
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List of abbreviations
AMC
ARVC
AUMC
CHD
CONCOR
CVD
CVON
DCVA
EMC
ERA-CVD
EU
FAIR

HF
ICI, ICIN
IF
ISAB
KNAW
KNAW-ICIN
MUMC
LUMC
NHS
NLHI
NVVC
NWO
PCT
PI
PLN
RACE
RvT
SEP
UMC
UMCG
UMCN
UMCU
VUmc
VVAO
WCN
Y@H
ZonMW

Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam (fused with VUmc into AUMC)
Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy
Amsterdam University Medical Center
Congenital Heart Disease
CON genital COR vitia - National registry and DNA-bank of adultswith congenital heart disease
Cardio Vascular Disease
CardioVasculair Onderzoek Nederland (Dutch grant program by Netherlands Heart Foundation,
KNAW, NFU and ZonMW)
Dutch Cardiovascular Alliance
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam
European Research Area - Cardio Vascular Disease
European Union
Findable (F), Interoperable (I), Accessible (A) and Reusable (R) [Wilkinson, Mark D et al. “The FAIR
Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship.” Scientific data vol. 3 160018. 15
Mar. 2016, doi:10.1038/sdata.2016.1]
Heart Failure
Interuniversitair Cardiovasculair Instituut Nederland (predecessor NLHI)
Impact Factor
International Science and Advisory Board
Netherlands Academy for Arts and Sciences
ICIN at the time it was a KNAW institute
Maastricht University Medical Center
Leiden University Medical Center
Netherlands Heart Foundation (Nederlandse Hartstichting)
Netherlands Heart Institute
Netherlands Society for Cardiology (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Cardiologie)
Dutch Research Council (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek)
Preclinical Trials Registry (preclinicaltrials.eu)
Principal Investigator
Phospholamban
RAte Control Versus Electrical Cardioversion for Persistent Atrial Fibrillation
Supervisory Board (Raad van Toezicht)
Strategy Evaluation Protocol
University Medical Center
University Medical Center Groningen
University Medical Center Nijmegen
University Medical Center Utrecht
Free University (Vrije Universiteit) Medical Center (fused with AMC into AUMC)
United Coupled Organisations (Vereniging van Aangesloten Organisaties) of NLHI
Dutch Working group for Cardiological centers (Werkgroep Cardiologische centra Nederland)
Young @ Heart – Dutch talent network initiated by NLHI and NHS
Dutch grant organization. ZonMw is an independent self-governing organization, responsible for health
care research
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Recommendation from previous evaluation (ICIN, 2012)
Recommendation 1. Change the word ‘voice’ in the first mission statement into ‘network’.
Response to recommendation 1:
We will do so accordingly in the first mission statement and in all documents that pertain to the above- mentioned subject
Recommendation 2. Improve strategy for Durrer Center collections
Response to recommendation 2:
The Durrer Center management team has recently been revised to include two new program directors. Both are actively
involved in numerous prestigious cardio-genetic research projects. This will not only expand the specific expertise of the
Center but also provide new avenues to collaborate in large international programs as a full partner. This will provide
the Durrer Center with important and highly valued collections, international exposure and significant funding. This
strategy will lead to more scientific output of the Durrer Center.
In the Netherlands, the Durrer Center is the preferred bio-bank for NHS funded CVON projects. All future granted
consortia will be obliged to use the Durrer Center facilities for bio-banking and bio-banking related activities. Secondary
to this, the ICIN will aim to provide trial support by providing budget management, staff support and ICT support for the
development of e-CRF’s. The latter strategy is a long term service for cardiovascular trials in the Netherlands. The
developed e-CRF’s will be organized in a library that would provide our partners with fast and easy access to standard
formats for clinical data collection. This will result eventually in high quality phenotyping complementary to the bio-bank.
To increase funding for the Durrer Center staff and bio-bank activities, additional capital will be sought by setting up a
Small-Medium Enterprise (SME). This will open new potential sources from European funded Horizon 2020 grants
where 30% - 40% of allocated stipends have to allocated to SME’s.
Novel strategies to expand our presence in the scientific community as well as valorise our resources, is to actively
“market” available collections at relevant international conferences. Providing access to collected materials and
associated clinical data. A catalogue and instructions on how to obtain these materials will be available on-line.
In 2013, the in 2011 initiated collaboration with Singapore University Hospital will be activated under the supervision of
ICIN professor D. de Kleijn, who will stay for three years in Singapore. Major aim will be to ‘mirror-bank’ clinical similar
collections already available in the Durrer Center but with patients of different ethnic background. Furthermore, newly
joint scientific projects will be set up and funded by local or international organizations
Recommendation 3. Improve transparency of the selection and evaluation procedure for ICIN laureates.
Response to recommendation 3:
3a. Selection procedure The selection of ICIN-laureates (ICIN-professors) is indeed of crucial importance to the future
of ICIN-NHI, both scientifically and logistically. ICIN-professors are usually associate professors active in the field of
cardiology (commonly between 35-45 years old) who have a high academic profile and are expected to become full
professor in due time. ICIN professors are experts in a certain field preferably fitting within one of the 5 strategic research
lines of ICIN-NHI. This is not always so, as the field of cardiovascular medicine is rapidly changing and moves forward
at a fast pace. In that sense, we are striving to integrate the hottest topics within the existing research lines or, if deemed
appropriate, to set up a new research line. We expect therefore from ICIN-professors to perform frontline cutting-edge
research exploring novel directions in the field of cardiovascular medicine. To that purpose, the best possible candidates
are recruited.
Potential ICIN professors are usually identified by one of the heads of the clinical (or experimental) cardiology
departments of the 8 university medical centers (UMCs). They are brought to the attention of the ICIN directors with a
well-considered proposal which delineates the excellence and added value for the institute of the candidate. When
positive, the ICIN directors forward all supportive documents to the KNAW (Director of the Institutions) in order to have
the nomination evaluated. After approval, the candidate is presented to our Scientific Council. When there is general
consent within the Scientific Council, the ICIN directors approach the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the UMC where
the potential ICIN-professor is employed. After written approval of the Dean, the nomination procedure can be started.
When the nomination procedure has been completed, the ICIN professor is officially appointed by the KNAW.
Generally, the appointment involves 0.1 fte, as ICIN-NHI pays for the difference between the salary of the associate
professorship and the ICIN professorship (which largely corresponds with 0.1 fte salary). ICIN professors are appointed
for a period of 5 years, once to be renewed for another period of 5 years; so the maximum period of an ICINprofessorship lasts 10 years. Ideally, ICIN professors are equally distributed over all 8 UMCs; however, as ICIN-NHI
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values quality most, one UMC could have 2 or more ICIN professors and another UMC none. These local appointments
might fluctuate over time. The background specialty of the ICIN-professor may vary from basic research to clinical
cardiology. 3b. Evaluation procedure In order to evaluate the ICIN professorship, ICIN-NHI installs a so-called
Curatorium, usually consisting of one of the ICIN-NHI directors, the head of the department of cardiology and the Dean
of the Faculty where the ICIN-professor is employed. Each year the ICIN professor has to produce a scientific report
containing all the research activities and the progress thereof of the past year. This document is being evaluated by the
Curatorium and reported back to the ICIN-professor. Yearly, the KNAW is being updated about the achievements of the
ICIN-professor.
After the first term of 5 years ICIN professorship, there is a more thorough evaluation of the ICIN professorship since
the Curatorium has to inform and advise the KNAW about renewal for the second term.
Until now, each individual ICIN professor has entered a second term.
It is an unwritten rule between ICIN-NHI and the Deans of the faculties of the UMCs that, after completion of a successful
second term, the ICIN professorship is being taken over by the UMC concerned to become a full (or strategic) professor.
In some cases this might already occur during the second term.
Recommendation 4. Increase visibility of ICIN by modern web-based strategies
Response to recommendation 4:
Indeed the present visibility of ICIN-NHI is sub-optimal and we have to work on maximally branding ICIN-NHI in the
(inter)national cardiovascular domain. Several mechanisms are used or should be instituted: a) For several years, ICINNHI employees/researchers are repeatedly instructed to refer to ICIN-NHI as the funding and/or facilitating source, in
particular when it comes to stating the ICIN-NHI affiliation on scientific papers and giving interviews to the (lay) press.
Despite all efforts this is often ’forgotten’ and more strict rules will be instituted. b) Introducing modern communication
tools that make maximal use of state-of-the-art ICT techniques and possibilities should increase our visibility. We are
currently in the process to make use of social media and create a new modern website. We will install an attractive
website-based portal including a complete English version of our website. c) Another channel for improving our visibility
is communication to the outer world through the KNAW.
ICIN-NHI is one of the 5 institutions of the KNAW active in life sciences and, in our opinion, the KNAW has an implicit
responsibility to externally promote their institutions. This should be done on a regular basis and not only at special
occasions such as the 40-year existence of ICIN-NHI. In particular when an institute has been evaluated positively, the
KNAW should voice this information to the external world. In addition, ICIN-NHI will pro-actively approach the KNAW as
a messenger for important information about ICIN-NHI.
Recommendation 5. Change name of ICIN into Netherlands Heart Institute
Response to recommendation 5:
One year ago, we changed the name ICIN into ICIN-Netherlands Heart Institute. As the name ICIN per se exists already
for over 40 years and has become our brand name nationwide, we have in first instance maintained the name ICIN in
conjunction with Netherlands Heart Institute. In 2013 we will gradually change our name from ICIN-Netherlands Heart
Institute to solely Netherlands Heart Institute
Recommendation 6. Clarify overall governance structure in granting procedures
Response to recommendation 6:
In 2012, ICIN-NHI has started so-called ‘stimulating grants’ for young researchers in the early phase of their career. This
new strategy was based on the fact that CVON did adopt a top-down approach for large consortia of researchers,
precluding stimulating and awarding individual young scientists with novel and original ideas. The granting criteria of the
recently launched stimulating grants are published on the ICIN-NHI website. Finances will be provided by ICIN-NHI for
a maximum of one year with a maximum budget of 75.000 Euros. The years thereafter have 1) to be matched by the
institution where the scientist is employed, and 2) a serious prospect on receiving grants from other funding sources. In
this way, a continuity track is guaranteed.
The evaluation committee is correct that we should become more clear about the evaluation procedure with respect to
our stimulation grants. As we recently started, we have gone through just one first round. Criteria for these applications
were communicated via our website; only 4 projects met both the technical and scientific criteria. Based on the
experience of this first round we will expand our instructions for applicants and clarify in more detail the process of
evaluation of proposals. When the number of applications will exceed 20 in a next round, we shall involve the
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International Scientific Committee to judge the scientific quality of the proposals. The complete evaluation procedure
will be explained on the ICIN-NHI website.
Recommendation 7: Clarify governance structure in scouting PhD talents and increase KNAW funding for this continuity
track
Response to recommendation 7:
PhD talents come to attention of ICIN-NHI via two ways. 1) ICIN-professors/ICIN-project leaders. When an ICIN
professor or project leader has identified a PhD talent, he/she is in the position to accommodate the PhD student within
ICIN-NHI. We always strongly urge ICIN-professors/project leaders to let their PhD talent participate within the ICINnetwork. To strengthen the network of PhD talents, ICIN-NHI is now generating a teaching program of relevant courses
for PhD students. Furthermore, a council for young researcher will be instituted in 2013. Additional funding from KNAW
for these initiatives will be requested. The ‘stimulating grants’ (recommendation 6) may be used to create continuity in
the scientific career of excellent young people. 2) ICIN-fellowships. Each year ICIN-NHI gives the opportunity to the
Heads of the cardiology departments and the ICIN-professors to select promising PhD students to spend a year in a
center of excellence outside the Netherlands. There is financial support for a maximum of 4 ICIN-fellows per year, who
will receive a budget of 45.000 Euros each. Conditions are that the ICIN-fellows, after their return in the Netherlands,
remain employed by their institution for a minimum of 3 years. This guarantees a certain continuity track and might help
bridging a critical phase in the career of an ICIN fellow. We will also discuss with the Netherlands Society of Cardiology
the possibility to create a special training program for fellows who are aiming to combine their training in cardiology with
research activities.
Recommendation 8: Align with the KNAW to improve relationships with other key players in cardiology in the
Netherlands such as the Dutch Heart Foundation
Response to recommendation 8:
In the past, discussions with the NHS to jointly act together in the fundraising domain have not been rewarding. In
addition, constructive proposals to divide tasks whereby ICIN-NHI could play a role as scientific advisory board of the
NHS have not met sufficient ground. Although ICIN-NHI has kept a visible profile in academic cardiology, it has kept a
hidden profile in the public domain.
The instalment of Cardiovascular Research Netherlands (CVON) in 2010 has improved the relation of ICIN- NHI with
the NHS. Apart from the NHS, other stakeholders of CVON are the Netherlands Federation of UMCs (NFU), ZonMW
and the KNAW. Endorsed by the KNAW, ICIN-NHI has been given a major role as initiator and supervisor of clinical
trials and facilitator of biobanking storage and analysis through its Durrer Center. As a result, CVON has given a
necessary impetus to open constructive talks with the NHS. To have this continued, ICIN-NHI needs the unconditional
support by the KNAW.
Apart from the NHS, ICIN-NHI will open discussions with ZonMW to explore joint avenues. This will be important for the
ambition of ICIN-NHI to generate an European network and to apply for EU grants. Support and guidance by the KNAW
to find the right entries in Brussels will be essential.
Recommendation 9: Increase funding of ICIN by the KNAW
Response to recommendation 9:
Indeed, funding by the KNAW is just sufficient to maintain the current position and leaves not much room for starting
significant new initiatives. Based on the 2012 evaluation figures, with one out of four parameters scoring a 4 (very good)
and three out of four parameters scoring a 6 (excellent), the KNAW should seriously consider to reinvest the money that
was taken away from ICIN-NHI 4 years ago (1 million Euros per year).
Although we have quite well absorbed this dramatic budget-cut, we could have produced at least twice as much as we
have currently delivered. This would have given ICIN-NHI a more prominent profile in the field of cardiovascular
medicine, would have increased its scientific output, would have created the possibility to offer talented young
investigators more continuity in their career track and more importantly, would have improved its (inter)national image
and visibility. Finally, it would have enhanced the exposure of the KNAW itself, having an excellent cardiovascular centre
among its institutions. Consequently, reinvestment of the removed finances deserves intense and serious attention.
Based on the current evaluation this seems more than justified.
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